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Abstract
Pyrolytic carbon (PyC) is an often used electrode material due to its stability, inertness and
biocompatibility. However, bare PyC has some limitations; its electrical conductivity does
not compare to metals, its surface is not remarkably electrochemically active on its own,
and it is difficult to pattern via conventional tools. One potential approach for addressing
all these limitations is to utilize a polymer photoresist as PyC precursor material, and
integrate carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into the PyC. The idea is that in the composite, CNTs
inside the PyC would provide a conductivity enhancement, while CNTs protruding outside
of the PyC would increase electrode surface area and thus the electrochemical activity.
However, not enough attention has been directed towards the negative effect that adding
CNTs has on lithographic quality, while striving towards these improvements. A balance
must be found between the improvements and the loss in resolution.

Thus, the objective of this thesis was to optimize the integration of CNTs into SU-8
photoresist derived PyC in order to improve its conductivity and electrochemical activity.
This includes analyzing the effect of CNT concentration, UV exposure time and film
thickness on the conductivity, patternability and electrochemical activity of PyC films.

To meet these objectives, simple PyC microelectrodes with varying concentrations
of CNTs, UV exposures and film thicknesses were fabricated. The fabrication process
involved mixing CNTs into liquid SU-8, patterning the composite with photolithography,
and subsequently pyrolyzing the films to form the final carbon-only structures. After
fabrication, the lithographic quality was inspected and the film thickness, resistivity and
electrochemical activity were measured and evaluated.

The CNTs agglomerated considerably during the fabrication process, affecting litho-
graphic resolution in a negative way, thinner films more severely than thicker ones. The
CNTs tended to strongly concentrate on edges and sidewalls of PyC features, being mostly
absent from top surfaces and insides of the features. Resistivity of the CNT-embedded films
was measured to be around 4 mΩ cm, regardless of CNT concentration, providing roughly
20% lower resistivity than CNT-free films, which is rather modest reduction compared
to previous reports. Cyclic voltammetry measurements both with Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+ and
dopamine showed that PyC electrodes with 0.3 wt-% CNTs showed better electrochemical
response than bare PyC. This can be attributed to enhanced effective surface area provided
by the CNTs. The sensitivity of the 0.3% CNT-embedded electrodes was approximately
0.36 µA nM−1 cm−2, roughly 300 times the sensitivity of previous reports for bare PyC.
Keywords pyrolyzed carbon, pyrolysis, carbon nanotubes, microelectrodes, SU-8,

carbon composites, sensors
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Tiivistelmä
Pyrolyyttinen hiili (PyC) on usein käytetty elektrodimateriaali sen stabiilisuuden, inerttiy-
den ja bioyhteensopivuuden vuoksi. Pelkällä PyC:llä on kuitenkin rajoitteita; sen sähkön-
johtavuus on metalleja alempi, sen pinta ei ole huomattavan elektrokemiallisesti aktiivinen,
ja sen kuviointi on vaikeaa tavanomaisilla työkaluilla. Potentiaalinen menetelmä näiden ra-
joitteiden ylittämiseksi on käyttää polymeeristä fotoresistiä PyC:n lähtöaineena, ja yhdistää
PyC:iin hiilinanoputkia. Komposiitin ideana on, että nanoputket PyC:n sisällä parantaisi-
vat sen sähkönjohtavuutta, kun taas PyC:stä ulos harottavat nanoputket kasvattaisivat
PyC:n pinta-alaa, ja sitä kautta elektrokemiallista aktiivisuutta. Tarpeeksi huomiota ei
ole kuitenkaan kiinnitetty negatiiviseen vaikutukseen, joka nanoputkilla on fotolitografian
laatuun, samalla kun näitä parannuksia tavoitellaan. Näiden parannuksien ja resoluution
huonontumisen välille on löydettävä tasapaino.

Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena oli optimoida hiilinanoputkien yhdistäminen SU-8
-fotoresististä johdettuun PyC:iin sen sähkönjohtavuuden ja elektrokemiallisen aktiivi-
suuden parantamiseksi. Tähän sisältyi analyysi nanoputkipitoisuuden, UV-valotusajan
ja kalvonpaksuuden vaikutuksesta PyC-kalvojen sähkönjohtavuuteen, kuvioitavuuteen ja
elektrokemialliseen aktiivisuuteen.

Näiden tavoitteiden saavuttamiseksi tässä työssä valmistettiin yksinkertaisia PyC-
mikroelektrodeja vaihdellen nanoputkipitoisuutta, UV-valotusaikaa ja kalvonpaksuutta.
Valmistusprosessissa nanoputket sekoitettiin nestemäiseen SU-8:aan, komposiitti kuvioitiin
fotolitografialla, ja kalvot pyrolysoitiin. Valmistuksen jälkeen litografian laatu tutkittiin, ja
resistiivisyys ja elektrokemiallinen aktiivisuus mitattiin.

Nanoputket paakkuuntuivat huomattavasti valmistusprosessin aikana, millä oli negatii-
vinen vaikutus litografian resoluutioon. Paakkuuntuminen vaikutti ohuempiin kalvoihin
enemmän kuin paksumpiin. Nanoputket keskittyivät valmistettujen rakenteiden reunoille
ja sivuseinille, yläpinnoilla ja rakenteiden sisällä niitä ei ollut juuri lainkaan. Nanoputkia
sisältävien kalvojen resistiivisyys oli noin 4 mΩ cm kaikilla pitoisuuksilla, mikä oli 20%
pienempi kuin kalvoissa, joissa ei ollut nanoputkia. Aiempiin tutkimuksiin verrattuna tämä
on varsin vaatimaton parannus. Syklisten voltammetriamittausten mukaan 0.3 paino-%
nanoputkia sisältävät elektrodit reagoivat elektrokemiallisesti pelkkiä PyC-elektrodeja
herkemmin Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+:hin ja dopamiiniin. Tämä johtui nanoputkien tuomasta elek-
trodien kasvaneesta pinta-alasta. Nanoputkielektrodien herkkyys oli 0.36 µA nM−1 cm−2,
joka on 300-kertainen verrattuna pelkkiin PyC-elektrodeihin aiemmissa tutkimuksissa.
Avainsanat pyrolyyttinen hiili, pyrolyysi, hiilinanoputket, mikroelektrodit, SU-8,

hiilikomposiitit, sensorit
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
g gap distance between photomask and resist film
I current injected in the four-point probe measurement
Rs sheet resistance of PyC film
t thickness of resist/PyC film
V voltage measured with the four-point probe
x lithographic half-pitch (linewidth + gap to next line, divided by two)
η viscosity of liquid photoresist
λ wavelength of exposure light
ρ electric resistivity
ω spin speed of spin coater

Operators
∝ directly proportional

Abbreviations
CNT carbon nanotube
CTAB cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
CV cyclic voltammogram
CVD chemical vapor deposition
GBL gamma-butyrolactone
HMDS hexamethyl disilazane
MEMS microelectromechanical system
PBS phosphate-buffered saline
PGMEA propylene glycol methyl ether acetate
PyC pyrolytic carbon
RMS root-mean-square
RPM revolutions per minute
SAR surface area ratio
SEM scanning electron microscope
TMAH tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide
HRTEM high-resolution transmission electron microscope
UV ultraviolet



1 Introduction
Miniaturization of electronics has been a major trend for the past several decades [1],
as reduced size provides considerable improvements in processing speed, information
density and power efficiency. Sensor applications benefit from miniaturization also in
additional ways: smaller sensors can exhibit higher sensitivity and selectivity as well
as faster response times [2]. They can also fit in smaller environments like living tissue,
require smaller amount of sample material, integrate with microelectronic circuits
to form self-controlling smart sensors, and enable forming of large arrays of small
sensors to respond to multiple analytes in the same sample [3]. Sensor technology
really started to gain momentum in the early 1900s. During the 1900s they have
gone through a journey from random development by accidents, through advances in
microfabrication and materials, to systematic study of the fundamental microscopic
principles of their operation and an explosion in the variety of applications. [4]

During the last two to three decades, various types of carbon materials have
attracted attention as a sensor material. Carbon exists in exceptionally large number
of different kinds of allotropes, most of which are interesting from the sensing
perspective: there exist several types of both bulk forms such as graphite, diamond,
amorphous carbon, and pyrolytic carbon [5], as well as intricate nanostructures
such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, fullerenes and nanodiamonds [6, 7], and finally
their various composites [8]. Carbon offers many good characteristics, including
high mechanical and chemical stability, excellent biocompatibility and good cost-
efficiency, thus making carbon-based sensors an attractive option for numerous
electrochemical and biological sensing applications [5, 9, 10, 11]. Figure 1 illustrates
an electrochemical measurement setup as well as one example of a sensor detection
principle.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1: (a) A schematic of an electrochemical cell for electrochemical experiments.
The sensor to be analyzed is located in the working electrode, whereas the analyte
that the sensor detects is located in the electrolyte solution. Reproduced from [12].
(b) A schematic of the detection principle of a bisphenol-A sensor fabricated out of
CNT-modified pyrolytic carbon: Oxidation of bisphenol-A on the sensor surface is
detected as a peak in voltammetric measurements. Reproduced from [13].

A widely used method to produce carbon-based sensors is to use pyrolysis for
thermally composing carbon-containing precursor materials at high temperature
and in inert atmosphere [11]. The resulting material ideally contains only carbon
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and is commonly referred to as pyrolytic carbon (PyC) or glassy carbon. PyC as
an electrode material is mechanically and thermally stable, chemically inert, highly
impermeable to most gases and liquids, biocompatible, and possesses relatively good
conductivity and wide potential window, making it a common electrode material in
electrochemistry [14, 15, 16].

However, bare PyC has some limitations in sensor applications. Firstly, the
electrical conductivity of PyC does not compare for example to metals. PyC has
been reported to reach resistivity values of around 5 × 10−3–6 × 10−3 Ω cm [5, 17].
In contrast, metals can exhibit resistivities many orders of magnitude lower; for
example, gold is widely used in microelectronics as a conductor due to its thin film
resistivity below 3 × 10−6 Ω cm [18]. Higher resistivity limits the efficiency of electric
circuits and increases undesirable side effects, such as heat dissipation. Secondly,
due to the inherent inertness, bare PyC is not especially electrochemically active
surface material, and often requires activation via mechanical or electrochemical
methods [14], or via "decorating" with functional nanoparticles such as metals, metal
oxides, other carbon allotropes like CNTs, or their combinations [11]. Activation
leads to faster electron transfer kinetics, which is advantageous in electrochemical
sensor applications [15]. Thirdly, PyC is hard and brittle material, and extremely
difficult to pattern via direct machining with conventional tools. It is often required
to use advanced methods, such as focused ion beam milling [11].

One potential approach for addressing all these challenges would be to utilize
polymer photoresist, such as SU-8 as PyC precursor material, and integrate carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) into the PyC [19, 20, 21]. CNTs can be integrated into PyC
by mixing them into liquid photoresist, which is then spin coated into a thin film,
patterned via photolithography and pyrolyzed into PyC. Individual CNTs can exhibit
very high conductivities comparable to metals [22]. CNTs remain in the material
after pyrolysis, thus providing the desired increase in conductivity. In addition, CNTs
possess other desirable characteristics, such as high sensitivity, biocompatibility, and
extremely small size, which have resulted in CNTs being frequently used in sensing
applications [23]. After pyrolysis, CNTs would protrude outwards from the PyC
surface. This has the benefit of increasing the surface area of the electrodes, potentially
increasing their electrochemical activity and sensitivity in sensor applications. Finally,
the patternability of photoresists enables easier fabrication of complex high-aspect-
ratio structures like microelectrodes, as illustrated in Figure 2.

However, not enough attention has been directed towards the negative effect that
adding CNTs has to lithographic quality, while striving towards these improvements.
Although more CNTs provide greater enhancements, adding too much can reduce the
resolution of photolithographic patterning, due to CNTs absorbing and scattering
the exposing ultraviolet (UV) light. Therefore, a balance must be found between the
improvements and the loss in resolution.

Thus, the objective of this thesis is to optimize the integration of CNTs into
SU-8 derived PyC in order to improve its conductivity and electrochemical activity.
This includes analyzing the effect of CNT concentration, UV exposure time and film
thickness on the conductivity, patternability and electrochemical activity of the PyC
films.
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Figure 2: Interdigitated 3D PyC microelectrode arrays, SU-8 as the precursor material.
Left: SEM image of the array before pyrolysis. Center: Same array after pyrolysis.
Right: Photograph of a silicon chip with the arrays as a part of a whole chip. There
are 12 similar arrays in the center of the chip as three-electrode systems. Reproduced
from [24].

These objectives will be accomplished by fabricating and characterizing simple
PyC microelectrodes with varying concentrations of CNTs, UV exposures and film
thicknesses. The fabrication process involves mixing the CNTs into liquid SU-8
photoresist, which is then patterned with conventional UV photolithography. After
photolithography, pyrolysis is used to form the final carbon-only structure containing
embedded CNTs. The final structure would have CNTs both inside and outside
the PyC. The CNTs inside the structure would improve conductivity, while the
CNTs protruding outside the PyC would increase the electrode surface area and
thus the electrochemical activity. Then the lithographic quality is analyzed, and film
thickness, resistivity and electrochemical activity measured and evaluated.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the
photolithographic process, PyC, carbon nanotubes, and combining them for sensor
applications. Chapter 3 introduces the practical details of the fabrication and
characterization procedures used in this thesis. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the
characterization results. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by providing a summary and
an evaluation of the most important findings, as well as recommendations for future
research based on the findings.
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2 Background
This chapter reviews microfabrication techniques that are required for fabricating
sensors out of carbon or other materials, as well as central properties of the used ma-
terials. The literature review begins by presenting the conventional photolithography
process in Section 2.1. Then Section 2.2 describes the details of SU-8 photoresist,
Section 2.3 details of the pyrolysis process and PyC, and Section 2.4 properties of
CNTs. Section 2.5 gives an overview of carbon nanoparticle composites, and Section
2.6 an overview of relevant electrochemistry measurements.

2.1 Photolithography
Photolithography is a widely used millimeter to nanometer scale patterning method
that utilizes special UV-sensitive polymers referred to as photoresists, or only as
resists later in this thesis. Selectively exposing a resist film to UV light with a
patterned mask enables 2D patterning of the resist. The patterned resist is then
usually used as a mask to selectively etch the substrate or another thin film under
the resist, after which the resist is chemically stripped away. Depending on the final
device, the resist can also be left as a functional layer and is therefore not removed.
Fabrication of 3D structures is possible by repeating the lithography process several
times with different mask patterns. Examples of both single- and multilayer structures
are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: SEM images of photolithography-patterned SU-8 photoresist structures.
Left: single-layer pattern with 16:1 aspect ratio. Right: four-layer structure with
various sized features. Reproduced from [25].

The conventional photolithography steps are illustrated in Figure 4. The first
step is to deposit the thin film that is to be patterned on the substrate. The thin
film is then coated with a resist film using one of various methods, spin coating
being the most common one. Then the resist is selectively exposed to UV light using
a patterned photomask. During this step, the photoactive compound in the resist
activates and produces a solubility contrast between the exposed and the non-exposed
areas. After exposure, the resist is developed with a resist-specific solvent. In the
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case of a positive-tone resist, the exposed parts are dissolved, and in the case of
a negative-tone resist the unexposed parts are dissolved. After development, the
desired pattern is transferred into the underlying thin film using one of different kinds
of methods, such as wet etching or plasma etching. Finally, the resist is stripped
away with a specific chemical or plasma treatment. It is also possible to leave the
patterned resist as is, to serve as a functional layer.

(a) Thin film deposition (b) Resist coating (c) Masked UV exposure

(d) Resist development (e) Etching (f) Resist removal

Figure 4: Conventional UV photolithography steps with a negative photoresist. An
example of commonly used materials would be silicon wafer as a substrate and silicon
dioxide as the thin film to be patterned.

There is a wide selection of different kinds of photoresists with varying properties.
They are generally complex mixtures of different chemicals, but they all are composed
of three main ingredients: base resin, photoactive compound, and solvent. The base
resin determines the mechanical and thermal properties of the resist after patterning,
and the photoactive compound enables the photosensitive chemistry. The solvent is
used to control the viscosity of the liquid resist during the spin coating step, and it
is usually evaporated away during the patterning process. [26]

Resists are divided into two main categories: positive-tone or negative-tone.
Positive means that when exposed to UV light, the resist will become soluble to a
specific solvent, called the resist developer. This can happen, for example, by the
resist turning into carboxylic acid during the exposure. Negative, on the other hand,
means that the resist molecules will crosslink and become insoluble to the developer
during the UV exposure. An example of this is opening and crosslinking of aromatic
rings in epoxy-based resists. Either mechanism produces a stark contrast between
the exposed and non-exposed resist areas, enabling the 2D patterning. Nowadays
there is no fundamental performance reason to choose either one over the other, as
they can reach roughly the same performance, but historically positive resists have
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achieved higher resolutions [27]. Negative resists are often more stable and thus
can be used as permanent functional structures, but on the other hand, removal of
a negative resist is more difficult. Negative resists are also used more often when
producing thicker resist films in the range of hundreds of micrometers. The choice of
used chemicals differ as well, as positive resists are most commonly developed with
alkaline developer solutions, and negative resists with solvents. Usage of solvents
can in some cases lead to swelling of the patterns. [26]

Resolution is one of the most important lithography performance metrics, and it
is defined as the ability to separate two different patterns. It is more challenging to
produce small repeating patterns close to each other than individual small features
[26]. For this reason, one widely used way to measure the resolution is the pitch,
which is defined as the linewidth of a produced pattern plus gap to the next pattern.
Achieving certain linewidth and certain gap might require different amounts of effort,
depending on used materials. Consequently, another widely used measure is the
half-pitch, defined as half of the pitch, regardless of the linewidth-gap ratio. These
measures are illustrated in Figure 5. Film thickness affects the resolution, as it is
generally easy to produce linewidths comparable to the film thickness. Achieving
higher aspect ratio (pattern height versus pattern width) requires more effort.

Linewidth

Gap

Pitch Pitch

Half-pitch

Figure 5: Schematic of lithography performance metrics in photoresist. Note that
half-pitch is not the same as linewidth or gap when the linewidth:gap ratio is not 1:1.
Also note that pitch can be alternatively thought as distance between the centers of
adjacent lines.

Photolithography is a mature method with a great number of different approaches
and varying process parameters. In order to cover these in more detail, the following
subsections explain the different steps of the process, with emphasis on resist coating,
UV exposure and resist development, as only these parts are used in the experimental
part of this thesis.

2.1.1 Photoresist coating

Resists can be purchased as liquids or dry laminates. Resists in liquid form can
be coated onto a silicon wafer with several different methods: spin coating, spray
coating or casting. These methods are compared in Figure 6, which illustrates each
method’s strengths in coating over severe topography. In this thesis, the spin coating
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method is used and thus discussed in more detail. Spin coating is a widely used and
matured room temperature method that is highly reproducible and controllable. The
thickness can be controlled to within 1–2 nm between wafers [28]. It is well suited
for both quick testing and industrial production.

Figure 6: Resist coating over topography: (a) spin coating; (b) spray coating; (c)
casting; (d) dry laminating. Note the differing resist topography of the different coat-
ing methods, even though the substrate topography remains the same. Reproduced
from [26].

Before spin coating, the underlying layer must be thoroughly cleaned and possibly
primed. During priming, also known as adhesion promotion, a slightly hydrophobic
surface is chemically produced. This enables good wetting by the resist, and limits
water adsorption on the surface from surrounding air. In case of plain silicon wafers
for example, the priming is most commonly done using hexamethyl disilazane (HMDS)
[27]. All the process steps hereafter until the development step must be carried out
under UV-filtered lights, because any UV light will activate the resist prematurely,
leading to reduced sensitivity in the actual exposure step.

The process steps of spin coating are illustrated in Figure 7. The first step is to
dispense the resist onto the center of the wafer that has the thin film that is to be
patterned, the quantity usually being a few milliliters. Then the wafer is accelerated
rapidly to several thousands of RPM to spread the resist evenly on the wafer and to
expel any excess resist away. The wafer is spun for several tens of seconds, during
which the solvent in the resist partially evaporates away. Since the spinning at final
speed takes much more time than the initial acceleration, the quantity of the applied
resist has virtually no effect on the final film thickness [28].

The produced thin film thickness (t) mainly depends on resist viscosity (η) and
wafer spin speed (ω) according to the following equation [26]:

t ∝
√︃

η

ω
. (1)

The less viscous the resist is and the faster the wafer spins, the thinner the film will
be. The spin speed can be controlled to about ±1 RPM. Too low speed makes the
thickness harder to control and does not produce uniform films, while too high speed
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(a) Resist dispensing (b) Acceleration (c) Final spinning

Figure 7: Conventional spin coating steps of photoresist onto a substrate wafer.

causes turbulent airflow at the wafer edge, again affecting uniformity. By controlling
the spin speed, it is possible to control the film thickness roughly over one order
of magnitude. Beyond that a resist with a different viscosity must be used. Spin
coating can be used to obtain thin film thicknesses from 0.1 µm to 500 µm, with
typical thicknesses being around 1 µm [26].

Because spin coating utilizes liquid materials, the achieved thickness uniformity
and surface smoothness are usually very high. For example, 1 µm thick films can
have thickness uniformity of ±5 nm, while 100 µm thickness films can reach only
thickness uniformity of ±5 µm. The surface RMS roughness of spin coated films
can reach around 0.2 nm, which is comparable to the smoothness of a silicon wafer.
[26] To achieve good thickness uniformity, a rapid acceleration to the final RPM
is essential. The reason for this is that when the liquid resist spreads thinner, the
solvent will rapidly start to evaporate, changing the resist viscosity and therefore the
achieved thickness during the very first seconds of the spinning. Rapid acceleration
mitigates this issue. The evaporation takes place nonuniformly over the wafer surface,
therefore requiring careful control of resist and ambient temperatures, spin speed
and exhaust control to actually achieve the good uniformity [27].

Spin coating has multiple intricacies that need to be addressed to achieve good
results. At the wafer edge, excess resist ideally expels away from the wafer. In
practice, however, at the wafer edge the balance of centrifugal force, friction and
surface tension manages to keep some of the excess resist on the wafer, forming a
bulge around the edge of the wafer, as illustrated in Figure 8. This bulge is known
as edge bead, and it can be 10-30 times thicker than the film at the wafer center [28].
Edge bead removal might be required, because the bead increases the minimum mask-
to-wafer distance in the exposure step, leading to decrease in patterning resolution.
The edge bead might also flake off causing unwanted particles, or it can be particularly
hard to remove compared to the rest of the film [27]. Therefore, the removal is most
desirably done right after the spin coating, and it can be done for instance with a
solvent jet. Another issue in spin coating is turbulence affecting the film thickness.
Turbulence is caused by not only the spinning itself, but also the ambient airflows.
To combat turbulence, limited spin speeds and closed spinner bowls can be used.
Yet another issue is pinhole defects, that are holes formed in the liquid film during
spinning. They can be caused by particles both on the wafer and inside the resist
itself. To decrease these defects wafers must be carefully pre-cleaned and resists
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mechanically filtered by the manufacturer.

Figure 8: Edge bead in the resist caused by a balance of forces during spin coating.
Surface tension manages to retain some of the resist that would otherwise be expelled
from the wafer. Reproduced from [28].

After spin coating a baking step in an oven or on a hot plate is often needed to
evaporate the rest of the solvent that the resist contains to solidify and densify the
film. Especially chemically amplified resists typically require thorough removal of the
solvent, as it can affect the resist chemistry [28]. This step is referred to as the soft
bake or pre-exposure bake, and the used temperatures are often low, typically under
100 °C. Soft bake additionally improves the resist film adhesion to the underlying
layer and reduces film thickness to a certain extent. Careful optimization of the
bake temperature and duration is needed to maximize the evaporation benefits and
minimize the temperature effects. Too high temperature can potentially decompose
the photoactive compound within the resist, leading to lower UV sensitivity and
therefore worse pattern quality. The bake does not stop until the wafer has completely
cooled down back to room temperature, and the process can sometimes be accelerated
by placing the wafer on a cooled plate. A well-controlled cooling is needed in most
demanding applications, as simply removing the wafers from the hotplate can result
in irregular cooling, affecting the film thickness by several nanometers [27].

2.1.2 Alignment and UV exposure

After spin coating and soft bake, the resist film is selectively exposed to UV light.
Before the exposure it is important to ensure that the mask pattern is aligned with
any pre-existing patterns on the underlying layer. For example, electrical contacts
must align between layers in integrated circuits. To achieve good alignment, a mask
aligner is used with the help of alignment marks present both on the underlying layer
and in the mask. The marks in the mask are carefully visually aligned with the marks
in the mask. To alleviate possible imperfect alignment, patterns are additionally
often designed to allow certain amount of tolerance.

After alignment, the exposure itself has multiple different methods. The simplest
one is contact lithography, where the mask is simply pressed into contact with the
photoresist. This ensures 1:1 ratio between the feature sizes in the mask and in the
produced pattern. Contact lithography is further divided into soft contact, hard
contact, and vacuum contact according to how much force is used to press the mask
on the resist. Pressing with more force reduces the tiny gap that exists even between
touching mask and the resist, vacuum contact having essentially zero gap.
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However, touching the resist with the mask introduces a possible contamination
issue, as well as risk of damaging both the resist film and the mask during the contact.
To mitigate this issue, proximity lithography can be used. In this method, a small gap
is left between the mask and the resist, usually from few to tens of micrometers. This
technique minimizes contamination from the mask, but also reduces the achievable
resolution due to diffraction of light. The half-pitch x of proximity lithography
depends on the gap according to the following approximate equation [26]:

x ∝
√︄

λ
(︃

g + t

2

)︃
, (2)

where λ is the wavelength of the exposing light, g is the gap distance and t the resist
thickness. Thus, the achieved half-pitch is better the smaller the gap is, the smaller
the wavelength is and the thinner the resist film is. This equation holds even with
the tiny gap in contact lithography, explaining the need for reducing the gap with
applied pressure.

A third possible method is to put reducing lens system between the mask and
the resist. This is called projection lithography. The lens system can project with
four-fold reduction, for example. This means that to achieve 100 nm linewidth in
the resist, a mask with only 400 nm linewidth can be used, making mask resolution
requirement much easier to fulfill. Projection lithography has become the most widely
used exposure method [28]. When only the projection system is considered, the
achievable resolution r is determined by the following equation [28]:

r ∝ λ

NA , (3)

where NA is the numerical aperture of the projection lens system. However, proximity
lithography has limited depth of focus, meaning the focus of the projected pattern
is good only over a small finite distance range. The limited depth of focus requires
good planarity of the film that is to be patterned. Otherwise the film might get out
of focus in some areas, leading to underexposure. Moreover, if the resist film is very
thick, the exposure dose might be uneven along the thickness of the resist.

There is also a fourth, maskless exposure method, referred to as direct writing. In
this method the desired pattern is written into the resist with a laser beam. The cost
and challenges of the mask making are skipped, but direct writing is a considerably
slower method: a laser beam can expose only one pixel of the pattern at a time, and
complicated integrated circuits might require millions of pixels. With a photomask
all pixels can be exposed simultaneously. Additionally, the resolution of masked
lithography is better, especially with the use of reduction systems. With a laser
beam, submicron resolution is difficult to achieve [26].

An important issue in the exposure step is the so-called standing wave effect.
When monochromatic light is projected onto a wafer, it travels through the resist,
reflects from the underlying substrate, and travels backwards, interfering with the
incident light. This interference causes standing waves in the light intensity, leading
to sinusoidal variation of exposure dose along the thickness of the resist film, and
therefore ridges in the resist sidewalls, as illustrated in Figure 9. The smaller the
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patterns are, the more detrimental the effect is to pattern quality. One method to
mitigate this issue is to use antireflective coatings between the substrate and the
resist, which can reduce the substrate reflectivity well below 1% [28].

Figure 9: Prominent ridges in photoresist sidewalls on a silicon substrate caused by
the standing wave effect. Reproduced from [28].

Some resists require a baking step also directly after the exposure step. This
post-exposure bake can be done to diffuse the photoactivated molecules in the resist
and smooth out optical inconsistencies like the standing waves mentioned above, but
the bake might also be strictly required to complete the photoactivation process of a
certain resist. In the latter case the resists are referred to as chemically amplified
resists, and tight control of the post-exposure bake is critical [28]. At the latest in
this stage, the solubility contrast between the exposed and non-exposed areas is
created, and the resist can be developed.

2.1.3 Photoresist development

In the development step the soluble parts of the resist are etched away from the film.
This is most commonly done using liquid chemicals. Positive resists typically require
aqueous bases such as tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), whereas negative
resists typically require solvent developers. The developer can be added with one of
a variety of methods, such as immersing the wafer into the developer, or coating the
wafer with the developer using sprays or spin coaters. Uniform coating is important, as
well as careful optimization of the development time. The pattern can be potentially
under- or overexposed during the exposure, and similarly during development it
can be under- or overdeveloped. Overdoing either results in the opposite effect;
overexposure widens features with too much exposure, while overdeveloping narrows
them, and vice versa. These effects can be used to compensate each other to some
extent, but the end result will never be as good as if the steps were both optimal to
begin with.

After development, the resist is baked once more. This step is called the hard bake,
and it is usually done in higher temperatures than the previous ones, for instance
120–150 °C [28]. The purpose of this bake is to harden the final resist pattern to
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withstand the etching step. During this bake the final crosslinking of molecules
is achieved, residual developer is vaporized and adhesion to the underlying layer
is improved. The temperature must be carefully controlled also here, as too high
temperature causes the resist to reflow and degrade the produced pattern. Other
techniques to harden the final pattern include UV or plasma treatments and electron
beam bombardment [28].

2.1.4 Etching and resist stripping

After patterning the resist, the etching step takes place. The etching can be carried
out using chemical wet etching (for example with acids) or plasma etching (for
example with oxygen plasma), but the purpose of the resist as a mask remains the
same: the areas covered by the resist do not etch away. The chemistry between the
etchant chemical or plasma, the resist and the film under the resist must be carefully
considered. The etchant should ideally etch only the film under the resist and no
resist at all, or at least a satisfying etching contrast must be found. In addition
to etching, which can be regarded as subtractive transfer, two other methods are
possible in order to transfer the resist pattern to another film: additive transfer or
selective doping. Additive transfer means depositing a new layer on top of the resist
mask, and then dissolving the resist. This removes the newly deposited layer only
from the areas that were covered by the resist. Selective doping means bombarding
the wafer with dopant ions, and the resist masks blocks the bombardment, while the
unprotected areas are embedded with the ions.

After the etching the resist must be removed, so that the following layers can be
deposited and subsequently patterned. This is called resist stripping. Stripping needs
careful planning of involved chemical reactions as well; the resist must be removed,
but the previously etched layer must remain. Stripping can be done either via
dissolution in solvents or acids, or alternatively oxygen plasma treatment. Sometimes
both are required, as resists tend to leave a stubborn monolayer of resist after wet
chemical stripping, which must be removed with a subsequent plasma treatment [28].
In addition, plasma stripping is often required if the resist has been hardened or
subjected to harsh conditions such as ion bombardment.

As stated previously, the resist can also be left as a permanent functional layer in
a device. This is more common with negative resist due to their crosslinking during
the exposure step. This is the case in this thesis, so the different pattern transfer
techniques are not detailed further. To serve as a functional layer, the used resist
must be chemically and mechanically stable after the lithography. One such resist is
SU-8, which is discussed in further detail in the next section.

2.2 SU-8 photoresist
The SU-8 photoresist was developed by the company IBM in the end of 1980s,
and it was first commercialized by company MicroChem in 1996 [29]. SU-8 is a
negative-tone, chemically amplified resist, and the original purpose it was developed
for was very thick films that would enable very high aspect ratio structures via
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photolithography, particularly suitable for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
[30].

The main components of SU-8 are the EPON® SU-8 resin by company Shell
Chemical, the triarylsulfonium hexafluroantimonate salt photoinitiator [31], and
the solvent, that can be either propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA),
cyclopentanone, or gamma-butyrolactone (GBL) [29]. As seen in Figure 10, each
oligomer molecule in the base resin has on average eight reactive epoxide groups,
which provide the crosslinking chemistry during the exposure step.

Figure 10: Single oligomer molecule of the SU-8 base resin. The eight epoxide groups
are reflected in the name of the resist. Reproduced from [31].

The viscosity of SU-8 is controlled with a solvent. SU-8 is readily available in
a wide range of viscosities, which can be used to achieve 250 nm to 300 µm single
layer thicknesses [31, 32]. SU-8 films can be stacked on top of each other, and such
multi-layer films can reach 3 mm thickness [31]. To coat thinner films, the existing
SU-8 formulations can be further diluted with a solvent. However, thinner than 5 µm
films tend to need more careful optimizations in soft bake conditions, exposure dose
and post-exposure parameters in order to reduce cracks and delamination [33]. SU-8
as an organic material is also rather hydrophobic, making good wetting of hydrophilic
inorganic substrates, such as oxidized silicon wafers, more challenging. The wetting
can be improved with commercially available primer chemicals, for instance HMDS
[31].

During UV exposure, the photoinitiator in SU-8 decomposes into hexafluoroan-
timonic acid, which in turn protonates and thus "opens" the epoxide rings in the
resin oligomers. These "opened" rings react readily with neutral epoxides in other
oligomers of the resin and form strong covalent bonds with each other. This crosslink-
ing between the oligomers is further amplified by a baking step after the exposure,
due to heat improving the diffusion of the acid and increasing the mobility of the
oligomers. The diffusion of the acid into the non-exposed resist areas is somewhat
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reduced by the so-called cage effect, in which the catalytic protons are trapped in the
exposed, crosslinking resist [33]. The cage effect helps in achieving high-resolution
SU-8 structures. Due to these effects, the solubility contrast needed for the develop-
ment step is formed. The crosslinking eventually slows down after no more oligomers
with "open" epoxy groups can move and find other oligomers.

If the exposed SU-8 layers are very thick (tens to hundreds of micrometers),
exposure should be considered with a more accurate model. This model takes into
account the finite time to expose the resist completely, as well as light reflection from
the substrate [34]. The principle is illustrated in Figure 11. During the exposure,
the critical exposure dose, that is minimally needed to expose the resist, is reached
first in the top surface of the resist, and then advances towards the bottom as an
advancing plane. Additionally, the exposing light is partially reflected from the
interfaces between mask and the resist (or air and the resist in proximity/projection
lithography), as well as the resist and the substrate. This effect can be used in
gray-scale lithography, where the goal is to only expose the resist partially, and thus
form 3D structures with a single exposure step. This technique is illustrated in
Figure 12, which compares conventional lithography to three gray-scale lithography
techniques. The same structures would be possible with conventional lithography
only with the help of additional methods, such as application of sacrificial layers
under the resist.

Figure 11: Diagram of the transmission and reflection of UV light during SU-
8 exposure on a substrate. The yellow layer is the layer of fully exposed resist
advancing from the top to the bottom. Reproduced from [34].

After exposure, SU-8 can be developed with an organic solvent, for example
PGMEA. If SU-8 is used as a mask, after the masked etching step SU-8 must be
removed with a certain process depending on if the resist was hard baked. Without
hard baking, dissolution by solvent is possible, but challenging. After hard baking
SU-8 is considerably harder to remove, thus it might be required to use reactive ion
etching or laser machining [31]. However, SU-8 is widely used as a structural layer
due to its robust mechanical and chemical properties.

The high degree of crosslinking due to the aromatic rings of SU-8 produce a
resist layer that has excellent mechanical, thermal and chemical stability. These
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Figure 12: Conventional lithography versus gray-scale lithography variants. The
different approaches enable fabrication of various 3D structures without the need of
sacrificial layers. Reproduced from [35].

properties make SU-8 an excellent structural material, particularly when high aspect
ratio structures are desired. SU-8 is particularly suited for millimeter to micrometer
scale structures, but advanced techniques such as X-ray lithography, electron beam
lithography and two-photon lithography have been utilized to push the resolution
down [31]. With electron-beam lithography, sub-30 nm lines with a pitch down to
300 nm have been achieved in 100 nm thick SU-8 films [36]. Aspect ratio of 100 has
been achieved (4 µm lines with 400 µm thickness) [37], and it has been pushed up
to 160 with proton beam lithography and supporting structures (60 nm lines with
10 µm thickness) [38]. SU-8 is not limited to simple patterned film structures. Several
unconventional techniques for SU-8 lithography have been developed, some of which
are showcased in Figure 13.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: Unconventional lithography techniques. (a) Inclined exposure: Structures
exposed from two different inclined angles. Scale bar 200 µm. (b) Backside exposure:
Artificial compound eye surface, fabricated with backside exposure and a PDMS
mold. (c)-(d) Holographic interference lithography: (c) Photonic crystal exposed
with interference of four laser beams. (d) Cage structure exposed with two-photon
absorption method. Reproduced from [39].

Selected intrinsic properties of SU-8 are summarized in the following. Optically,
SU-8 has a relatively high refractive index between 1.55 and 1.83 (at wavelengths 300–
800 nm), depending on film thickness. Its absorption is low above 400 nm wavelengths.
[40] SU-8 thin films are electrical insulators, as their electrical resistivity is typically in
the order of 1014 to 1016 Ω cm [41, 42]. SU-8 films are thermally and chemically stable,
as well as tolerant to proton radiation [43]. SU-8 possesses decent biocompatibility,
but careful removal of the photoacid contained in the resist is important in biological
applications, as traces of the photoacid are a source of antimony leachants [44]. SU-8
exhibits a high degree of flexibility, as many of its properties are tunable, including
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electrical, magnetic, optical and mechanical aspects [43]. However, these properties
depend on processing conditions and require good process control to fully utilize
them.

Due to the mechanical stability and tunable properties, SU-8 has been utilized
in a wealth of different applications. A relatively recent review [43] lists sources for
applications in MEMS devices, microfluidic channels, waveguides, mirrors, micronee-
dles, soft lithography molds, and neural probes. Another paper [34] provides more
sources for applications in high-frequency electronics, photodetectors, sensors, energy
harvesting, flexible electronics, acoustics as well as smart hydride materials.

2.3 Pyrolyzed carbon
Carbon has been an extensively used material in electrodes and sensor applications
during the past few decades [5, 9]. It exhibits multiple useful properties for sensing
purposes, including variety of form, low cost, chemical stability, and rich surface
chemistry [9]. An electrochemically important variant of carbon is pyrolyzed carbon
(PyC), also known as pyrolytic carbon or glassy carbon. It is produced by heating a
polymer precursor material to 700–3000 °C [5] in an inert oxygen-free atmosphere.
This causes outgassing of all elements except for carbon, meaning the remaining
structure would ideally contain only carbon.

Carbon has an immensely wide range of different kinds of allotropes ranging from
coal and diamond to graphene and carbon nanotubes. Even if we limit ourselves to
carbon formed by pyrolysis of polymer precursors, there exists several different types.
In order to pinpoint the classification of PyC in the vast field of carbon forms, the
terminology of [11] will be used, illustrated in Figure 14. PyC is a subset of "non-
graphitizing" carbon, which means that the structure of the carbon does not allow
formation of large graphite crystals through heat treatment. In contrast, "graphitizing"
carbon is polycrystalline graphite resulted from heat treatment of a carbonaceous
precursor. The difference is illustrated in Figure 15. Non-graphitizing carbon features
randomly oriented small graphitic crystallites that are strongly bonded together by
crosslinking, forming a disordered structure that disables extensive formation of
graphite. PyC is specifically the subset of non-graphitizing carbon that exhibits high
purity and has gone through semi-solid, "rubbery" phase during the pyrolysis, known
as "coking". Conversely, if no coking takes place, the process is called "charring"
and produces "activated carbons" with high densities of defects, impurities and open
pores in the microstructure. [11]

2.3.1 Pyrolyzed carbon properties

There is a wide selection of different precursor materials for production of PyC.
Examples of these precursors include various polymers such as photoresists [11],
gaseous hydrocarbons [46], aromatic compounds like parylene obtained via chemical
vapor deposition [47], electrografted layers derived from diazonium [48], amorphous
carbon films deposited by electron beam evaporation [49] and graphite oxides [50].
Different precursors produced with different deposition methods result in different
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Figure 14: Classification of polymer-derived carbon materials. PyC (here as glassy
carbon) is a subset of non-graphitizing carbon. Reproduced from [11].

Figure 15: Schematic representation of the microstructure of (A) graphitizing carbon
and (B) non-graphitizing carbon. The random orientation and crosslinks between
the crystallites prevent larger graphite crystal formation. Reproduced from [24],
originally published in [45].

structural, electrical and chemical properties for the final carbon after pyrolysis.
However, the final material properties tend to have some common trends, which can
be used to give an overview of PyC in general.

The physical microstructure of PyC is not yet completely understood, due to the
complex semi-randomized composition of the material. A relatively recent model
for the PyC structure is proposed in [51]. The author proposes that PyC consists
of randomly interconnected graphene fragments forming fullerene-like structures,
often multilayered and sometimes completely closed. A simulated model is shown in
Figure 16. According to the model, higher pyrolysis temperature produces larger
fullerene-like fragments. High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM)
images of PyC produced by a different author shown in Figure 17 show evidence of
the structure predicted by the model.

Some properties of PyC, that are interesting from a manufacturing point of
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Figure 16: Simulated models of PyC microstructure. (a) A "low-temperature"
model, presumably 1000 °C. (b) A "high-temperature" model, presumably 3000 °C.
Reproduced from [51].

Figure 17: HRTEM images of PyC prepared at various pyrolysis temperatures. The
precursor material was furfuryl alcohol. Reproduced from [52].
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view, are listed in Table 1. In general, PyC is a mechanically strong material,
that does not propagate cracks easily and is highly resistant to thermal shock due
to its good thermal conductivity [11]. The mechanical strength of PyC has been
shown to improve at millimeter scale by artificial compression [53]. The strength
enables fabrication of high-aspect-ratio structures like microelectrodes [47]. PyC is
impermeable to most gases and liquids, and it is a very chemically inert material.
These properties make PyC a highly biocompatible material, which has for example
resulted in it being used in human joint replacements [54] and studied for dental
implants [55].

Table 1: Selected properties of commercially available, bulk-manufactured PyC.
Reproduced from [11].

Property Value
Young’s modulus 20–40 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.15–0.17
Density 1.3–1.55 g/cm3

Electrical resistivity 10–50 µΩ m
Thermal expansion coefficient 2.0 × 10−6–3.4 × 10−6 K−1

Apparent porosity 0–12 %

The electrical resistivity of PyC (around 5 × 10−3 Ω cm) can be comparable
to highly doped polysilicon, providing an alternative material for fabrication of
conducting wires, vias and electrodes [56]. Polysilicon has been replaced with PyC
in some electrode applications, for instance in trench capacitors [57], flash memory
[58] or MOSFETs [59]. However, the resistivity is not as good as carbon can provide.
Even though it is in the same order of magnitude as in-plane graphite (1.4 × 10−5

Ω cm), reduced graphene oxide (1.8×10−5 Ω cm) or liquid phase graphene based thin
films (6.67×10−5 Ω cm), it is magnitudes of order higher than in CNTs (4×10−6

Ω cm) or best CVD graphene films (10−7 − 10−8 Ω cm) [60].
Additional applications for PyC, not mentioned above, include glass molding in

lens fabrication, battery electrode material, vessel linings in harsh chemical processes,
high-temperature furnace elements, laboratory crucibles, cell culture substrates and
nanoporous films for sieving applications [11].

In this thesis, primary interest is in photoresist-derived PyC, as the same method
is used in the experimental part. In the literature there is some ambiguity about
the terminology related to PyC. While some papers make no distinction between
PyC that is pyrolyzed from photoresists and PyC that is produced from other
precursors, some sources make the distinction and refer to the photoresist derived
PyC as pyrolyzed photoresist film (PPF) [5]. The reason for this is that properties
between PPF and PyC derived from other precursors are similar, but not identical.
For instance, compared to other types of PyC, PPF tends to have slightly lower
conductivity and it is slightly less prone to adsorption, which reduces adsorption-
based catalysis reactions in some applications [5]. On the other hand, PPFs have often
extremely good surface flatness and smoothness, as surface roughness below 0.2 nm
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has been reported [61]. Most importantly, PPFs are patternable by photolithography
prior to the pyrolysis. This enables fabrication of complex microstructures, such
as microelectrode arrays [62], high-aspect-ratio structures [63] and 3D PPFs [64].
Photopatternability is an especially useful aspect of PPFs, as PyC after pyrolysis is
hard and brittle material, and extremely difficult to pattern via direct machining
with conventional tools. Advanced methods, such as focused ion beam milling, can
be used effectively. [11] Additionally, the pyrolysis of photoresists often require lower
temperatures than the other methods, the used range being around 700–1100 °C
for PPF [5]. If PPF films are fabricated thin enough, they can be made optically
transparent, as was reported for 10–80 nm thickness films [65]. There are two major
challenges in using photoresists as precursor materials, and they are often non-uniform
shrinkage and possibly poor adhesion to the substrate [11]. Later in this thesis PPF
will be referred to simply as PyC, since photoresist pyrolysis will be the only method
used to produce PyC, and the differences to other precursors are small enough to
not cause concerns.

SU-8 photoresist was first utilized as precursor material to obtain PyC in 2002 [66],
and has since become the most common precursor to obtain micro- or nanoscale PyC
structures [11]. The strengths of SU-8 lie in the mechanical and chemical stability,
matured photolithography practices, advanced exposure methods and suitability for
high aspect ratio structures as detailed in Section 2.2. High aspect ratio structures
are particularly suitable for electrode applications in electrochemical and biological
applications, as SU-8 enables fabrication of dense arrays of microelectrodes.

2.3.2 Pyrolysis process

Pyrolysis has multiple meanings depending on the field of science; most often it refers
to oxygen-free heat treatment of a precursor to obtain carbon. However, sometimes
oxygen might be involved, for example in fuel production [67], and the desired end
product might not always be carbon, for instance in metallurgy [68]. In this thesis,
only the oxygen-free process for producing carbon will be considered. Moreover,
the main interest is pyrolysis of photoresist films, as this process is involved in the
experimental part of this thesis.

Compared to some other microfabrication methods, pyrolysis is rather simple
heat treatment in elevated temperatures, and can be done in a relatively simple
high-temperature oven. However, a careful optimization of the different pyrolysis
parameters is required, since they can affect the end result drastically. The major
parameters in the process itself are the maximum temperature, heating rate and
pyrolysis atmosphere. Additionally, the precursor composition as well as desired
feature size and geometry are also important to consider. [11]

During the heating, the carbon in the precursor material breaks bonds with other
elements and starts to form carbon-carbon bonds. In the initial stage of the heating,
hydrocarbon radicals start to form, with highest concentration at around 600 °C
[11]. Additionally, this is the temperature when the precursor structure experiences
the most significant volume shrinkage due to outgassing of hydrogen, oxygen and
nitrogen [69]. Because of the oxygen-free atmosphere, only the oxygen contained in
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the precursor itself forms oxides (i.e., burns). Hydrogen is removed in the form of
volatile small hydrocarbons. [11] After reaching 800 °C, a randomized network of
fragmented graphene starts to form, still containing a large amount of defects and
impurities. In the case of pyrolysis of photoresists, the network forms as "opened"
aromatic rings interconnect. Further rise in temperature causes the defects to anneal
away, as well as the graphene crystals to grow in size and stack thickness. However,
a recent study suggests that increasing the pyrolysis temperature above 1000 °C
may eventually reduce the strength of PyC, as is shown in Figure 18. A speculated
explanation is that the growth of the graphene crystals in fact reduces the amount
of crosslinks between the crystals, thus reducing the material strength [52]. At these
higher temperatures, shrinkage takes place to a lesser extent, as aromatic chains
condense, pores close and hydrogen is removed further [69]. Ideally, the remaining
material contains only carbon, but impurities from the precursor material can still
be present in the final film.

Figure 18: The effect of pyrolysis temperature on (a) nanoindentation hardness and
(b) reduced Young’s modulus of PyC. Reproduced from [52].

A notable effect in the pyrolysis process is structure shrinkage. As other elements
are outgassed from carbon, the precursor patterns experience significant reduction
in size, ranging from less than 40 % to more than 85 % [70, 71], in some cases up to
90 % [72]. Thinner films tend to shrink more than thicker ones, due to more efficient
outgassing from a thinner structure. The shrinkage is often non-uniform in different
directions and depends on the geometry of the precursor structures. A significant
role is played by the surface area ratio (SAR), that is defined as the ratio of the
surface area of the structure sidewalls to the surface area of the top surface of the
structures. When the SAR is high (there is more sidewall surface than top surface),
the structures shrink more in the horizontal directions relative to the height, whereas
when the SAR is low (more top surface than sidewall surface), the structure shrinks
more in the height than horizontally [69]. This effect takes place because the sidewalls
shrink the structure inwards and form a denser carbon network, reducing the height
shrinkage. Another shrinkage effect is that the bases of high structures remain wider
than the rest of the structures. This happens because the outgassing of the pyrolysis
products happens mostly from the surfaces in contact with the atmosphere, and it is
very limited on the surface that is attached to the substrate [69].
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The shrinkage during pyrolysis has both advantageous and limiting aspects to
it. On one hand the changing size and shape make device design more challenging,
but on the other hand size reduction enables production of smaller features than the
initial photolithography patterns. For example, shrinkage of a suspended PyC mesh
was shown to pull it closer to an electrode located on a substrate under the mesh,
thus improving the performance of the produced sensor [73]. Another example is
shown in Figure 19, where pyrolysis was used to fabricate extremely small lattice
structures. However, it should be noted that although the shrinkage does reduce
the size of individual features, it does not make repeating patterns more densely
packed, but rather widens gaps between individual structures, potentially reducing
efficiency in certain electrode applications [72]. As stated above, the shrinkage during
pyrolysis is often not isotropic. This poses additional challenges when the shape of
the final devices is more complicated. The shape change during pyrolysis might cause
collapses, bending, cracking or loss of adhesion in more complicated 3D structures,
such as suspended membranes or microbridges [74].

Figure 19: Polymer lattice structure fabricated by two-photon lithography before
(left) and after (right) pyrolysis. The magnification of the images is the same (scale
bars 5 µm). Reproduced from [75].

Structures fabricated out of PyC exhibit at least two types of stress: firstly, there
is the mismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion between the substrate and the
PyC film, which is an issue in all thin films on top of a substrate of different material.
Secondly, there is the internal stress that forms during the shrinkage in the involved
pyrolysis process. This internal stress has been demonstrated to be tunable, and
suitable for fabrication of PyC resonators [76]. However, no other systematic studies
of residual stress in polymer PyC films could be found in this literature review. The
lack of such studies was also noted in [76].

2.4 Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an allotrope of carbon nanoparticles that consist of
hollow tube-like structures of carbon atoms, and they were discovered in 1991 [77].
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They can have either one layer, thus called single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),
or multiple concentric layers, thus called multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs).
Figure 20 illustrates their molecular structure. They can be conceptually imagined
as rolled sheets of graphene, which in itself is a hexagonal monolayer of carbon atoms.
There are three main types how the carbon lattice is arranged along the length of
the nanotube, called "zigzag", "armchair" and "chiral", illustrated in Figure 21. The
angle of the "rolling" in the chiral CNTs can vary, and it is known as "chirality" of the
CNTs. CNT diameters typically range from sub-nanometer to tens of nanometers,
and their lengths can vary from micrometers up to centimeters [78].

Figure 20: Molecular structure of CNTs. Left and center: single-wall CNT. Right:
multi-wall CNT. Reproduced from [79].

Figure 21: Three types of CNTs. Left: "zigzag". Center: "armchair". Right: "chiral".
Reproduced from [79].

Multiple different synthesis methods have been developed over the years to
produce CNTs consistently and with different structural properties. The primary
methods for synthesis of SWCNTs and MWCNTs include arc-discharge, laser ablation,
gas-phase catalytic growth from carbon monoxide, and CVD from hydrocarbons
[80]. Depending on the production method, additional purification might be needed
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to sort out larger graphite byproducts and catalysts to obtain CNTs with desired
length, diameter, chirality, or other property [78].

Ever since their discovery, CNTs have been under intense research due to their
remarkable mechanical, electrical, and chemical properties. These properties can
be strongly dependent on their diameter, length, and chirality, as well as structural
defects and impurities.

CNTs are considered one of the strongest materials in nature. They are extremely
strong in the longitudinal direction, reaching Young’s modulus over 1 TPa [81] and
tensile strength in the range of 11–63 GPa [82]. In the radial direction they are not
as strong. Additionally, CNTs are flexible and can be bent to sharp angles without
structural damage. [82] The excellent mechanical properties make CNTs an attractive
filler material in various composites [81], as discussed further in Section 2.5.

The thermal properties of CNTs are remarkable as well. The thermal conductivity
of a single MWCNT has been measured to be greater than 3000 W/(m · K) at room
temperature [83], and CNTs are thermally stable up to 2800 °C (in vacuum) [80].
These properties render CNT composite materials attractive for thermal management
applications, as incorporation of CNTs to different materials can double the thermal
conductivity by adding only 1% filler loading of CNTs [82].

The electronic nature of CNTs is unique and provides remarkable electrical
properties. As each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three of its neighboring
atoms in the hexagonal lattice, the fourth valence electron is free to contribute to
the electrical conduction. The electrical conductivity of CNTs is strongly dependent
on their chirality, and can thus vary by orders of magnitude from semiconducting
to metallic [82]. At the high end, the conductivity of single CNTs can be from 104

to 107 S/m [84, 85]. In addition, the current carrying capacity of CNTs is excellent,
as they can carry current densities larger than 109 A/cm2 for extended periods of
time without observable failure in the CNT structure [86]. Consequently, CNTs
have found their way in electronic applications such as transistors, sensors, vacuum
microelectronics, batteries and X-ray generation. They can additionally be used as
fillers in composites to improve material conductivity. [82] This property is exploited
in the experimental part of this thesis, and further detailed in Section 2.5.

The intrinsic chemical properties of CNTs are not especially remarkable, but they
still offer a platform for various modifications, as well as a beneficial shape with a
large surface area. The CNT sidewalls are rather unreactive, but their tips have been
shown to be more reactive. This makes chemical modifications of CNTs essential in
order to meet specific requirements for particular applications. [87] The modification
is possible either via attaching chemical groups covalently to the CNTs, non-covalent
adsorption of other functional molecules onto the CNTs, or filling the hollow CNTs
with functional molecules [88]. One more technique is to introduce defects to the
CNTs to act as functional sites [89]. The modification is needed additionally for
dispersing CNTs in liquids, since pristine CNTs are insoluble to all organic solvents
and aqueous solutions. Dispersion via sonication is possible, but agglomeration is
a prevalent issue. [87] Yet another benefit of the modification is reduction of CNT
toxicity, as CNTs can cause adverse effects especially in lung tissue. The current
understanding of CNT health effects is incomplete, and requires more research. [82]
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Despite the mentioned shortcomings, CNTs offer great sensor application potential.
They have a remarkable surface area due to being essentially only surface, and their
electronic properties are very sensitive to adsorbing molecules that chemically dope
them. [90] The most widely employed application of CNTs has been the fabrication
of various detection devices, such as gas sensors, electrochemical detectors, and
biosensors with immobilized biomolecules. CNTs tend to favor voltammetric methods,
but they can also be applied to sorption of different analytes and electrochemical
stripping methods. [91]

2.5 Polymer and carbon nanotube composites
Combining polymers with nanoparticle fillers enables enhancing of the polymer prop-
erties. Polymer nanocomposites have been investigated for three decades, which has
resulted in a diverse field of various composite combinations. The polymer properties
that can be considerably enhanced with nanoscale fillers at fairly low concentrations
include mechanical properties, thermal stability, heat distortion temperature, fire
retardancy, gas barrier properties, ionic conductivity and magnetic properties [92].

The preparation of polymer nanocomposites is dependent on used fillers and
polymers as well as their desired final properties. Examples of the various preparation
methods include melt mixing, solution mixing, in situ polymerization and in situ
particle processing, to name a few [92]. A critical issue is achieving a good dispersion
of the filler, as nanoparticles often tend to agglomerate together. A well-dispersed
filler inside a polymer can provide an extremely large interfacial area between the
filler and the polymer. This interfacial area plays an important role especially when
using spherical nanoparticles [92]. However, to exploit this property, it is often
needed to use surface modification of the nanoparticles to achieve good dispersion.

Carbon offers a diverse set of allotropes, including several types of nanoparticles.
They have been utilized as fillers, for example graphene [93], CNTs [94] and graphite
[95]. As a polymer-CNT composite is fabricated in the experimental part of this
thesis, this section focuses on CNT composites. As stated in Section 2.4, CNT
fillers can provide enhancement in the mechanical and electrical properties of a host
material. With the incorporation of CNTs the Young’s modulus, tensile strength or
toughness can be increased many-fold, and the electrical conductivity can be increased
dramatically by over ten orders of magnitude [94]. A distinctive characteristic of
CNTs as fillers is that because of their elongated structure, they often require much
lower filler concentrations to achieve the desired benefits than more conventional
micron-scale fillers [89]. Lower concentrations are directly proportional to the filler
cost in mass-production. Ever since the first CNT polymer composites in 1994, the
CNT composites have been studied extensively, and there are possible applications
in the fields of heat resistance, chemical sensing, electrical and thermal management,
photoemission, electromagnetic absorbing and energy storage, among others [89].

CNT polymer composites may be fabricated with various methods, solution
mixing being the most common, and also the method of choice in this thesis. It
requires the mixing of CNTs first into a suitable solvent, and subsequent mixing to
the polymer with the aid of the solvent. Melt mixing is another, high-temperature
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option with high compatibility with industrial processes. However, it is considered
less effective and is limited to low filler concentrations in thermoplastic host polymers
[89]. In thermoset polymers, in situ polymerization can be utilized. In this method,
CNTs are first mixed with monomers, after which the monomers are polymerized.
This can be done via addition or condensation reactions with a hardener or curing
agents at an elevated temperature. This method can produce covalent bonds between
CNTs and the host polymer, potentially providing excellent mechanical properties
[89]. Another alternative method is using latex technology, which is easy, safe,
and environmentally friendly, as the used solvent is water. Newer, more exotic
methods include densification, spinning of coagulant, layer-by-layer deposition and
pulverization [89].

The electrical conductivity increase by addition of CNTs is affected by the
phenomenon called electric percolation threshold. This means that after a certain
filler concentration threshold, the dispersed CNTs form a connected network of
conducting paths, which conducts electricity much better than individually dispersed
CNTs. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 22. The formation of this network
causes a dramatic increase in both electrical and thermal conductivity compared to
the situation when the concentration is just below the threshold. Parameters that
affect the threshold include CNT type, CNT synthesis method, surface treatment,
host polymer type and dispersion method, the last two having the greatest effect [96].
More relevant parameters are CNT aspect ratio, degree of alignment between the
CNTs, and the uniformity of the CNT spatial distribution [94]. A significant number
of different polymer-CNT combinations have been investigated, and the percolation
threshold can vary significantly from several tens of percents to well below 0.1%,
while most publications report values around 0.1% [96].

Figure 22: Schematic of possible CNT dispersion states inside a host material.
The CNT concentration is illustrated (a) below percolation threshold, (b) above
percolation threshold, (c) above percolation threshold with minimal agglomeration,
(d) above percolation threshold with significant agglomeration. Reproduced from
[97].

The uniformity of the CNT spatial distribution inside the host polymer is an
important parameter regarding the composite properties. CNTs pose a significant
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challenge by agglomerating readily, which has been shown to diminish the mechanical
and electrical benefits in the composites [89]. The agglomeration is intrinsically
caused by the high aspect ratio and surface area of CNTs, as they are long string-
like structures, but also by the fact that as-supplied commercial CNTs tend to be
already agglomerated together in large bundles [89]. The latter point makes the
agglomeration problem two-fold: it is needed to both de-tangle the CNTs from their
bundles, as well as keep them separated in the final composite. Physical techniques
to remedy this problem include ultrasonication, calendering, ball milling, stirring
and the extrusion method, as well as their combinations. The different methods
differ in how much they damage the CNTs, what kind of polymers they suit best
and how easy the process is to execute. [89] Damaged CNTs have lower aspect ratio
than pristine ones, which results in higher percolation threshold. The other set of
remedying methods is chemical functionalization, as already discussed in Section
2.4. The goal is to enhance wetting or adhesion characteristics and reduce the CNT
tendency to agglomerate. Functionalization via adsorption of molecules onto CNTs
has lately become widely used, as some covalent methods, for example via acids,
might also damage the CNTs [98].

2.6 Pyrolyzed carbon modification for electrochemistry
Due to the previously mentioned mechanical stability, chemical inertness, imperme-
ability, relatively good conductivity and wide potential window, PyC is a common
electrode material in electrochemistry [14, 15, 16]. However, if high anodic potentials
are used, PyC can potentially oxidize and thus hinder performance for example in
catalyst performance evaluation. However, the oxidation can be also advantageous,
as the electrochemical oxidation of PyC activates the electrode surface, leading to
faster electron transfer kinetics, which is advantageous in electrochemical sensor
applications. [15]

There exists multiple ways to activate the PyC surface and thus enhance the
electrochemical activity in sensor applications. Mechanical methods include polishing
via abrasion, laser treatment, ultrasound, or carbon arc methods. However, more
commonly the activation is done via electrochemical pretreatment, i.e., applying
relatively large cyclic voltages to the electrodes. [14] The aim of these methods is to
introduce roughness to the electrode surface, which in the case of electrochemical
treatment stems from oxidation-caused micropores on the PyC surface [99]. More
recent methods include the electrodeposition of a conducting polymeric film on the
surface of the electrode [16].

Yet another method to activate PyC electrodes is "decorating" the surface of the
electrodes with various functional nanoparticles. This has been widely performed on
PyC, and the selection of possible materials include metals (for example gold and
silver), their alloys (Ni-NiCu, Au-Ru), their oxides (zinc oxide, iron oxide), other
carbon forms (CNTs, graphene, diamond nanoparticles) and more complex combi-
nations of the previous (palladium-fullerene composite, functionalized MWCNTs)
[11].

CNTs pose an attractive combination together with PyC. PyC provides chemical
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and thermal stability, corrosion resistance, as well as patternability. CNTs, on the
other hand, have excellent electrical properties and high surface area. CNTs can be
added to PyC electrodes either via growing directly on PyC surface (Figure 23, left),
mixing into the precursor material before pyrolysis (Figure 23, right), or attaching
pre-synthesized CNTs. Typically, the adhesion of CNTs is considerably better in the
case of growing on the surface, however, pre-synthesized CNTs facilitate better control
over the CNT geometry and other properties [11]. CNT-modified PyC electrodes
have been applied for example in detection of anti-viral drugs [100], β-Nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide [101], DNA hybridization [102] and carbohydrates [103].

Figure 23: SEM images of CNT-embedded PyC posts for electrode applications.
Left: CVD grown CNTs on top pf PyC. Reproduced from [104]. Right: CNTs mixed
in the precursor before pyrolysis. Reproduced from [19].

2.6.1 Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical measurement techniques can be used to probe and study the charac-
teristics of sensor electrode surfaces. Some widely used methods include amperometry,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and cyclic voltammetry [24]. In this thesis,
the cyclic voltammetry method will be used, and therefore covered in this subsection.

In cyclic voltammetry, typically a three-electrode system is used, as illustrated in
Figure 1 (a). Figure 24 illustrates the operating principle of the measurement: A
potential is applied between the working and counter electrodes, and that potential
is swept in a triangular waveform between two set potentials Eλ1 and Eλ1. This
potential causes a current between the electrodes and through the electrolyte solution,
where the analyte species is located. The current is measured and plotted against the
applied voltage, resulting in a plot called (cyclic) voltammogram, depicted in Figure
24 (b). The shape of the curve results from oxidation and reduction of the analyte
electroactive species at the electrode surface, induced by the applied potential.

Important parameters can be immediately read from the voltammogram, such as
the peak currents (ipa – anodic and ipc – cathodic) and the peak potentials (Epc -
cathodic and Epa – anodic). Another important measure is peak separation ∆Ep,
that is the difference between Epc and Epa. It measures the degree of electrochemical
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reversibility of the redox process in the measurement, and is also related to the
electron transfer rate at the electrode surface. A smaller peak separation indicates
a larger electron transfer rate for an electrode. For an ideal reversible one-electron
transfer reaction, ∆Ep is near 59 mV [24]. Studying the voltammogram shapes it is
possible to deduce further electrode performance metrics such as stability, sensitivity,
effective surface area, electron transfer rate and detection limits. Cyclic voltammetry
is a very useful tool in characterizing the electrochemical behaviour of different
electrode materials. By studying the behaviour of a chosen redox compound with
different electrodes, different electrode parameters can be compared.

Figure 24: The principle of cyclic voltammetry. Left: The applied potential is
sweeped between two potentials Eλ1 and Eλ1. The speed of the scan is known as
scan rate. Right: The electrode’s current response to the potential sweep is plotted
against the potential, and this plot is called a voltammogram. Here is shown a typical
voltammogram recorded at an SU-8-derived PyC film electrode in the presence of a
redox couple that has reversible behaviour, e.g. Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+. Reproduced from
[24].
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3 Experimental
The experimental part of this thesis consists of fabrication of patterned PyC thin
films with embedded CNTs and characterization of the films with multiple methods.
The effect of film thickness, exposure time and CNT concentration on the litho-
graphic quality, electrical conductivity, and electrochemical activity of the films was
investigated.

In order to achieve this aim, a series of SU-8 films with varying film thicknesses,
exposure times and CNT concentrations were fabricated on silicon wafers, after
which the films were pyrolyzed. To characterize the fabricated films, five different
methods were used: Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy were
used both to visually inspect the quality of the photolithography and to verify the
protrusion of CNTs from the PyC surface. A profilometer was used to measure
the PyC film thickness both before and after the pyrolysis step. The four-point
probe method was used to quantify the electrical conductivity of the PyC films.
Lastly, cyclic voltammetry was carried out by the thesis advisor Shoja to analyze
the electrochemical performance of the PyC films.

For the purpose of lithographic quality inspection and conductivity measurement,
12 wafers were used. An additional set of 3 higher conductivity wafers were used to
fabricate samples for the electrochemical measurements.

3.1 Sample fabrication
The fabrication of the PyC films was a three-part process:

• Mixing CNTs into liquid SU-8 photoresist

• Photolithography of the SU-8/CNT composite

• Pyrolysis of the SU-8/CNT composite films

The overall process flow used to pattern the CNT-embedded PyC films used in
this thesis is shown in Figure 25.

A total of 15 silicon wafers were used. The first 12 wafers (Siegert Wafer, 500–
525 µm thickness, <100>, P-type doping >1 Ω cm) formed a series in regard to all of
the variables, i.e., film thickness, exposure time and CNT concentration (including
pure SU-8 as 0%) as detailed in Table 2.

The film on each wafer was divided into four quarters for three different exposure
times and an unpatterned quarter, as further explained later in subsection 3.1.3. The
unpatterned areas were needed for the resistivity measurements.

Higher conductivity wafers (Siegert Wafer, 500 µm thickness, <100>, P-type
doping <0.005 Ω cm) were used for the last three wafers, as this was required in
the electrochemical measurements. They were otherwise fabricated with identical
parameters, but only selected wafers were reproduced, as marked in Table 2.
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(a) Spin-coating (b) UV exposure

(c) Development (d) Pyrolysis

Figure 25: The overall process flow used to pattern the CNT-embedded PyC films.

Table 2: The used parameters for the 12 wafer series as an exposure matrix. The
exposure times are listed in the table cells, each representing one wafer. On each
wafer, three different exposure times were used. The three highlighted wafers were
reproduced using higher conductivity wafers in addition to the 12 wafer series.

Film thickness (µm) CNT concentration (wt-%)
0 0.3 0.6 1

5 1, 2, 5 (s) 1, 2, 5 (s) 1, 2, 5 (s) 1, 2, 5 (s)
15 2, 4, 8 (s) 2, 4, 8 (s) 2, 4, 8 (s) 2, 4, 8 (s)
50 5, 10, 15 (s) 5, 10, 15 (s) 5, 10, 15 (s) 5, 10, 15 (s)

3.1.1 Mixing CNTs into SU-8

The concentration of the CNT (Sigma-Aldrich, Product number 659258, multi-wall,
diameter 110–170 nm, length 5–9 µm) filler in the SU-8 (Kayaku Advanced Materials)
host polymer was calculated as weight percentage (wt-%) with the following formula:

wt-% = CNT amount (g)
SU-8 amount (g) × SU-8 resin percentage + CNT amount (g) × 100, (4)

where the SU-8 resin percentage is characteristic to a certain SU-8 formulation, as
formulations for thinner films include proportionally more solvent and less resin. The
used SU-8 formulations were SU-8 5 and SU-8 50, which had resin percentages of
52% and 69%, respectively.

The mixing process was carried out as follows (using Elma Elmasonic S 40 H
sonicator):
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• Weigh correct amount of CNT powder into a resist bottle

• Weigh correct amount of SU-8 into the same bottle

• Sonicate for 2 hours (SU-8 5) or 3 hours (SU-8 50)

With this process, composites with varying concentration of CNTs were produced.
The produced concentrations were 0.3 wt-%, 0.6 wt-% and 1 wt-%, and all of them
were mixed out of both SU-8 5 and SU-8 50 photoresists, thus resulting in six different
composites in total. Additionally, pure SU-8 was used as 0% control concentration.
The two different resists were required to produce all the desired film thicknesses.

3.1.2 CTAB mixing

A secondary experiment was conducted to compare the SU-8/CNT composite with
one that had a surfactant chemical in it to improve CNT dispersion. The chosen
surfactant was cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (Sigma-Aldrich). The
SU-8/CNT/CTAB composite was mixed using the following procedure:

• Prepare 1 wt-% aqueous CTAB solution. Add 0.5 g CNT powder into 100 ml
CTAB solution in a glass beaker. Sonicate for 1 hour.

• Let mixture dry overnight in a 60 °C oven to evaporate all the water. Collect
dry CNT/CTAB complex from the beaker.

• Add the CNT/CTAB complex into 4 g GBL (SU-8 solvent). Sonicate for 2
hours.

• Add the GBL/CNT/CTAB into 12 g SU-8. Mix with magnetic stirring overnight.
Sonicate for 2 hours.

Lithography with this composite was carried out using identical parameters to
the thinnest films in Table 2.

3.1.3 Photolithography of SU-8/CNT composite

The photolithography part was a conventional photolithography process, with the
exception of additional attention paid not to contaminate the research equipment
with CNTs. With the available equipment, this required the composite mixing, spin
coating and soft bake to be carried out in a different laboratory than the rest of the
process, which was carried out in cleanroom environment.

The first half of the photolithography process was carried out as follows:

• Bake substrate wafer in an oven at 120 °C for 1 hour to drive away moisture

• Sonicate the SU-8/CNT composite for 30 minutes to reduce CNT agglomeration

• Spin coat the composite using a spinner

• Perform soft bake on a hotplate
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The spin coating recipe used with the spinner (Laurell WS-650MZ-23NPP) had
two steps: Firstly, a 5 second preliminary spinning step with a speed of 600 RPM,
and secondly the main spin for 30 seconds. The used main spin speeds are presented
in Table 3.

Table 3: SU-8 formulations and main spin speeds for different film thicknesses.

Target film thickness (µm) SU-8 formulation Main spin speed (RPM)
5 SU-8 5 3000
15 SU-8 5 1000
50 SU-8 50 2000

The soft bake was carried out on a hotplate. Temperature and time were controlled
manually, and the used two-step bake parameters are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Soft bake parameters for different film thicknesses.

Film thickness (µm) 1st step 2nd step
5 1 min at 65 °C 3 min at 95 °C
15 2 min at 65 °C 5 min at 95 °C
50 5 min at 65 °C 15 min at 95 °C

At this point, the wafers were transported into cleanroom in a dark box to prevent
premature exposure of the photoresist. The second half of the photolithography
process was carried out in a cleanroom environment as follows:

• Expose the resist using a mask aligner

• Perform post-exposure bake on a hotplate

• Develop the resist using a photoresist developer

• Rinse with isopropanol

• Dry with nitrogen gun

Each wafer quarter was exposed with different parameters. The wafer flat being
at the bottom, the quarters were numbered so that the 1st quarter was at the top
right, and then going clockwise. The first three quarters were exposed with the same
photomask and had different exposure times, whereas the last quarter was flood
exposed (and thus unpatterned) and had the same exposure time as the longest
exposure of the other quarters on the same wafer. The principle is illustrated in
Figure 26. The photomask had various test patterns with linewidths ranging from
3 µm to 50 µm. The exposure was done using soft contact mode of the mask aligner
(Süss MA-6), and the used exposure times are listed in Table 2.
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1st (1 s)

2nd (2 s)3rd (5 s)

4th (5 s flood)

Figure 26: Example of the used exposure scheme (5 µm film thickness). Three
quarters were exposed with the same mask pattern with different exposure times,
and the remaining quarter was flood exposed with the longest exposure time. The
checkerboard pattern stands for the mask pattern, but does not accurately represent
the actual mask pattern.

The post-exposure bake was carried out on a programmable hotplate, and the
bake parameters are listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Post-exposure bake parameters and development times for different film
thicknesses.

Film thickness (µm) Bake parameters Development time (min)
5 4 min at 95 °C 2
15 4 min at 95 °C 5
50 15 min at 95 °C 10

The films were then developed by immersing the wafers into the developer (micro
resist technology, product name mr-Dev 600), and agitating the developer liquid by
shaking several times during the development. The development times are listed in
Table 5. After immersion the wafer was lifted from the developer container, rinsed
by spraying first with fresh developer and secondly with isopropanol, and then finally
dried with a nitrogen gun.

3.1.4 Pyrolysis of SU-8/CNT composite

The pyrolysis of all the films was carried out at the same temperature of 1000 °C
for 60 minutes in a nitrogen atmosphere. The more detailed temperature profile,
including a 300 °C annealing step, is presented in Figure 27. Before any heating
over room temperature, the chamber of the oven (ATV PEO-604) was flushed with
nitrogen for 20 minutes. Then a lower nitrogen flow was kept constant during the
heating steps.
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Figure 27: The temperature profile of the pyrolysis process. The most important
hold times and heating/cooling rates are labeled.

3.2 Characterization
3.2.1 Profilometry

The film thicknesses of the fabricated films were measured with a profilometer (Bruker
DektakXT) before and after pyrolysis. A specific photomask pattern (100 µm wide
lines) was chosen for this purpose. The film thickness was measured twice from this
pattern at each quarter of the wafer with the mask pattern and averaged to obtain
a single thickness number for each film. If the lowest exposure time quarter was
measured to be significantly thinner than the rest of the quarters on the same wafer,
the thinnest part was left out of the average. The reason for leaving it out is that
the lowest exposure time was considered to be an underexposure in most cases, and
therefore not fully representative of the obtained film.

3.2.2 Optical microscopy

The fabricated samples were imaged with an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse
L200N) before and after pyrolysis. The imaging was carried out to visually inspect
the lithographic quality and the effect of sample parameters on it. Specific pho-
tomask features were chosen and compared before and after pyrolysis with the same
magnification. Four different features were chosen:
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• A box of various features with 15 µm linewidth (Figure 28 (a)).

• A similar box of various features, but the chosen linewidth was from the box
that had the smallest reasonable resolution. The choice was different for each
wafer and wafer quarter.

• Gradually widening straight lines starting from 3 µm linewidth (Figure 28 (b)).

• An image of an unpatterned part of the film.

(a) (b)

Figure 28: The chosen photomask features for the microscope imaging, as already
patterned in SU-8 films.

3.2.3 SEM imaging

Selected fabricated samples were imaged with a SEM (Zeiss Supra 40). The lines and
squares from the various size feature boxes were imaged both from straight above
and 40° tilt angle. Selected wafers were also cut to obtain cross-section images of
these features. The used accelerating voltage was 3 kV. The goal was to observe how
the CNTs dispersed within and on the PyC patterns.

3.2.4 Four-point probe method

The electrical resistivities of the fabricated films were measured with a four-point
probe (Cascade Microtech). The unpatterned quarter of each wafer was fabricated for
this purpose. The four probes of the device are arranged in a straight line. A fixed
current I is injected into the sample through the two outer probes, and a voltage V
is measured between the two inner probes. The device then gives a resistance value
V/I based on the voltage and the current. From this resistance, the sheet resistance
Rs and the resistivity ρ of the sample film can be calculated with the equation

ρ = Rs · t = π

ln 2 · V

I
· t, (5)
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where t is the film thickness. The equation assumes the sample film as infinite slab,
and uniform spacing s between the measurement probes, and it is valid when s ≫ t.
This condition is easily met in this measurement, as s of the equipment was about
1 mm and the thickness of the thickest measured film was about 2 µm.

The measurement was taken from five different spots across the wafer quarter
and averaged to obtain a single resistivity value for each film. The measurement was
carried out also before pyrolysis, but no resistivity could be calculated as the probe
did not report any resistance value. It was assumed that the resistance of SU-8 is
simply too large to measure with the probe, as in the literature the resistivity of
SU-8 thin films is in the order of 1014 to 1016 Ω cm [41, 42]. The thickest SU-8 films
of target thickness 50 µm severely delaminated during the pyrolysis, so obtaining
resistivity values from them proved impossible. The last three samples, that were
fabricated on higher conductivity wafers for electrochemical measurements, were also
measured with the probe as a secondary experiment. However, it should be noted
that more insulating substrate is more appropriate, because then the probe more
accurately measures the resistance of the sample film and not the substrate-film
combined resistance.

3.2.5 Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements explained here were performed by the thesis
advisor Shoja. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Prior to the
measurements, the solutions were purged with N2 for 20 minutes, and during mea-
surements the electrochemical cell was retained under a N2 atmosphere. All the
electrochemical experiments were performed at room temperature. To prevent spon-
taneous oxidation of the analytes, the hexaammineruthenium (Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+) and
dopamine solutions were prepared on the day of the experiments.

Both sample types (PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT) were manually cut from wafers
into roughly 7 mm x 7 mm pieces. The backside of the cut PyC-based samples was
placed in contact with a copper sheet. Both the copper sheet and the sample were
covered with Teflon tape in such a manner that the solution could be in contact
with the sample surface only through a 3 mm circular hole cut in the tape. The final
structure of the fabricated electrodes is shown in Figure 29 (a).

The electrochemical measurements (cyclic voltammetry) were performed with
Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat. A conventional electrochemical 3-electrode system
was used for all experiments with a Ag/AgCl electrode (saturated potassium chloride)
and a platinum wire as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Solutions
of 1 mM Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+ in 1 M KCl, and 0.5 µM dopamine in 50 mM phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) were prepared to probe the electrochemical properties
of the fabricated PyC-based electrodes. The used measurement setup is shown in
Figure 29 (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 29: (a) Fabricated PyC electrode samples. (b) Cyclic voltammetry setup.
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 Profilometry
The measured average film thicknesses before and after the pyrolysis are presented
in Figure 30. The initial thicknesses of the thinner films turned out close to the
expected values, but the thickest films turned out thicker than planned. This was
due to a misunderstanding in reading the spin coating recipes.
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Figure 30: Film thicknesses before and after pyrolysis, in nm. Standard deviations
from 4-6 measurements included (see Subsection 3.2.1). The target thicknesses before
pyrolysis were: Top: 5 µm. Middle: 15 µm. Bottom: 50 µm.

There is no clear trend between CNT concentration and film thickness, except
for the thinnest films: increasing CNT concentration seems to reduce the film
thickness. However, it should be noted that the local film thickness had rather large
local variations due to the CNT agglomerates. This was especially apparent in the
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thinnest films, as the biggest agglomerates were larger than the film thickness. The
biggest agglomerates were intentionally avoided when measuring the film thickness.
The local variation might be enough to explain these results, as the number of wafers
in total was rather small.

The reduction in film thickness during the pyrolysis for the thinnest films was on
average 85%, for the middle films 84% and for the thickest films 66%. The numbers
are in agreement with existing literature [70], and a similar trend has been reported
for example in [71]. The smaller reduction in the thickest films is likely due to less
efficient outgassing of elements from a thicker film during pyrolysis [74]. This might
indicate incomplete pyrolysis, but this was not investigated in this thesis.

The thickness profile of 100 µm wide line patterns in 5 µm thick films is shown in
Figure 31. As evident from the figure, pyrolysis shrinks these films non-isotropically;
the films shrink more in the center area of the lines, while the very edges do not
shrink as much, leading to a burr. Similar behaviour has been reported previously
[69, 74]. As discussed in Section 2.3, this is likely caused by the sidewalls shrinking
horizontally and densifying, and not allowing as much vertical shrinkage, as the SAR
of these features was low. The film thickness was always measured from the center
parts of the features, excluding the burr thickness, which was sometimes close to
twice the thickness of the center part.

Figure 31: The thickness profiles of 100 µm wide line patterns in 5 µm thick films
measured with profilometer. Left: 0% CNT concentration. Right: 0.6% CNT
concentration. Note the roughness introduced by the CNTs, as well as the asymmetric
shape of the left line pattern, caused by a single large CNT agglomeration. Note the
different scales between the vertical and horizontal axes.

Based on these results, later in this chapter the SU-8 films before pyrolysis will be
referred to as "5 µm films", "15 µm films" and "75 µm films". Similarly, the respective
PyC films after pyrolysis will be referred to as "700 nm films", "2 µm films" and "25 µm
films". The material (SU-8/PyC) will be specified if needed.
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4.2 Optical microscopy analysis
The optical microscope images provided information on the lithographic quality,
resolution and other visible effects of CNTs on the fabricated films. An immediately
apparent aspect in all CNT-embedded films was that the dispersion of CNTs was not
very good. As seen for example in Figure 32 (a), in all films CNTs had agglomerated to
clumps of varying sizes up to several tens of microns. This in almost all cases affected
the pattern quality and resolution in a negative way. Given that the manufacturer
reported CNT length was 5–9 µm and diameter 110–170 nm, hundreds or thousands
of CNTs were gathered in single clumps.

(a) Unpatterned area (b) Line features

Figure 32: Images of the pyrolyzed thin films, 2 µm thickness, 0.3% CNT concen-
tration and 8 s exposure time, showing significant agglomeration of CNTs. 10X
magnification.

Table 6 lists the achieved reasonable resolution for each film thickness, CNT
concentration and exposure time. The exact numbers refer to the linewidth of the
mask feature box that had the smallest resolution that was achieved with each set of
parameters. The mask had pattern linewidths of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, and 50 µm.

Table 6: Achieved reasonable resolution with different film thicknesses, CNT con-
centrations and exposure times before the pyrolysis. In each table cell, the three
resolutions are in the order of increasing exposure time, in µm. The exact exposure
times are listed in Table 2.

Film thickness CNT concentration (wt-%)
(µm) 0 0.3 0.6 1

5 4, 6, 10 (µm) 8, 15, 20 (µm) 10, 15, 25 (µm) 10, 15, 30 (µm)
15 6, 8, 10 (µm) 15, 20, 30 (µm) 15, 20, 45 (µm) 20, 20, 35 (µm)
75 15, 20, 25 (µm) 30, 40, 50 (µm) 25, 35, 50 (µm) 20, 30, 45 (µm)
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The resolution was judged visually as the ability to distinguish adjacent line
patterns from each other. For instance, in Figure 32 (b), pyrolyzed line features can
be seen with residual PyC between the narrower lines. In this case, the reasonable
resolution was judged to be 25 µm, as those lines can be clearly distinguished from
each other. This method is rather crude and subjective, but it gives a rough estimate
of the achievable resolution, and it is more informative as comparison within this
dataset.

4.2.1 Effect of pyrolysis

Figures 33 and 34 show various examples of the effects that pyrolysis had on the
fabricated films. As evident from these images, after pyrolysis all features had shrunk
laterally as well, as expected. Judging visually, the lateral shrinkage was up to
50%. Thicker films tended to shrink laterally more than thin ones. Additionally, in
the thinnest films (initial thickness 5 µm), any concentration of CNTs reduced the
lateral shrinkage even more, as is evident between Figures 33 (a)-(b) and (c)-(d).
Furthermore, as seen in Figure 34, due to the lateral shrinkage the resolution was
in some cases enhanced as the gap between features widened. However, this effect
was rather inconsistent between samples, and in most cases one step better in the
linewidth list of the mask.
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(a) 0%, 5 s, 5 µm before pyrolysis (b) 0%, 5 s, 700 nm after pyrolysis

(c) 1%, 2 s, 5 µm before pyrolysis (d) 1%, 2 s, 700 nm after pyrolysis

Figure 33: Before and after pyrolysis images of various patterns. 10X magnification,
before and after thicknesses labeled. Addition of CNTs reduced lateral shrinkage in
the thinnest films.

As seen in Figure 34 (a)-(b), some of the distortions caused by CNT agglomerates
were further distorted in the pyrolysis, and this happened logically more when
more CNTs were present. Unfortunately, the pyrolysis had a destructive effect on
the thickest films (initial thickness 75 µm). As can be seen in Figure 34 (c)-(d),
considerable wafer-scale delamination was observed in all features, but especially
in any features wider than few tens of microns. This prevented the resistivity
measurements of the thickest films.
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(a) 0.6%, 4 s, 15 µm before pyrolysis (b) 0.6%, 4 s, 2 µm after pyrolysis

(c) 0.6%, 15 s, 75 µm before pyrolysis, 5X (d) 0.6%, 15 s, 25 µm after pyrolysis, 5X

Figure 34: Before and after pyrolysis images of various patterns. 10X magnification
unless otherwise marked, before and after thicknesses labeled. Distortions caused
by CNT agglomerations were further distorted during pyrolysis, and resolution was
enhanced during pyrolysis in some cases.

4.2.2 Effect of film thickness

Pyrolyzed line test patterns of varying thicknesses are presented in Figure 35. The
effect of film thickness on the films was largely the expected: the resolution was
better when patterned film was thinner. However, a notable effect was that with
added CNTs, the thinner the films were, the more severely they were affected by the
agglomerations. As evident from Table 6, in the thinnest CNT-embedded films, the
resolution was up to almost three times worse compared to the 0% concentration films
(judging by the middle exposure time, which was in all cases the most optimal one).
In the thickest films, adding CNTs resulted in less than two times worse resolution.

Additionally, as evident from Table 6, before the pyrolysis and with no CNTs
the resolution of the thinnest films was reasonably good down to the size of the film
thickness, i.e., aspect ratio of 1. When the film thickness was increased, the aspect
ratio got better up to 4 with the thickest SU-8 films. The lithography process was
not completely optimized for optimal resolution for each thickness, so this was largely
expected as well.
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(a) 700 nm, 2 s, 0% (b) 700 nm, 2 s, 0.6%

(c) 2 µm, 4 s, 0% (d) 2 µm, 4 s, 0.6%

(e) 25 µm, 10 s, 0% (f) 25 µm, 10 s, 0.6%

Figure 35: The pyrolyzed test patterns with different film thicknesses and two CNT
concentrations. 10X magnification. Thinner films resulted in better resolution.
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4.2.3 Effect of exposure time

The PyC films of varying exposure times are presented in Figure 36. A general effect
of exposure time on all the films was that longer exposure time resulted in wider
features and thus worse resolution. The effect was rather large: the difference in
smallest reasonable resolution between the shortest and longest exposure times on
the same wafer was in most cases between two-fold to three-fold, as seen in Table
6. However, this is largely due to the wide range of the chosen exposure times. As
detailed in Table 2, the longest exposure time was on most films five times longer
than the shortest one. The wide range was chosen to capture the effect of CNTs
even if the CNTs would considerably affect the resist UV sensitivity in one way or
another.

On all wafers, the features with the shortest exposure times had some amount of
warping, delamination, or incomplete features, as can be seen in Figure 36 (b). This
is most likely explained by underexposure, as insufficient exposure causes insufficient
crosslinking in the resist, thus leading to the mentioned distortions. On all wafers
the difference between the middle and the longest exposure time was mostly just the
achievable resolution. Since the middle exposure rarely showed any delamination,
it was considered as the best one on all wafers, although that was again largely
expected, as the exposure time range was so wide.
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(a) 1 s, 700 nm (b) 2 s, 2 µm

(c) 2 s, 700 nm (d) 4 s, 2 µm

(e) 5 s, 700 nm (f) 8 s, 2 µm

Figure 36: The PyC films with different exposure times and 0.3% CNT concentration.
10X magnification. Longer exposure time resulted in wider linewidth.
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4.2.4 Effect of CNT concentration

Images of PyC films with varying CNT concentration are shown in Figure 37. The
general effects of adding CNTs into the PyC were reduction in lithographic quality
and worse resolution, as seen also from Table 6. The CNT agglomerates were present
everywhere on the wafer: inside the films, on top of the films and on the bare silicon
around the films. As the agglomerate size was up to tens of microns, they were in
some cases larger than the pattern linewidth, thus causing major distortions in the
patterns, in some cases even connecting multiple adjacent lines. Another effect of
the agglomerates was that in some cases the PyC film was retracted from around the
agglomerates (Figure 37 (c)). A possible explanation for this is that the agglomerates
absorb and scatter UV light and thus reduce the exposure dose received by the resist.

(a) 0% (b) 0.3%

(c) 0.6% (d) 1%

Figure 37: The PyC films with different CNT concentrations, 2 µm thickness, and 4
second exposure time. 10X magnification. Higher concentration resulted in more
distortions and worse resolution.

A curious effect can be seen in Figure 37. Greater CNT concentration meant
more distortions in the patterns, except in the case of 1% concentration. Visually,
the 1% concentration films looked comparable to the 0.3% concentration films. There
are two speculated explanations for this: Firstly, the scale used to weigh the CNT
powder was operating near the low limit of its range, thus the amount of CNTs might
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have had some fluctuation between the composites. Secondly, it might be possible
that at certain concentration, the CNTs tend to agglomerate mostly in the bigger
clumps, thus reducing the negative effects elsewhere.

4.3 SEM analysis
SEM images of the 700 nm PyC films from straight above are shown in Figure 38.
As evident from the images, the CNTs seem to concentrate on the edges of the PyC
features. There seems to be even less CNTs on top of the features than between
them on the bare silicon. Also, large several micron size agglomerations of CNTs can
be seen in Figures 38 (a), (c) and (d). Given that the manufacturer reported CNT
length was 5–9 µm, it would also be plausible for single CNTs to connect adjacent
features. This effect was not directly observed, but for example in Figure 38 (a) a
clump of several CNTs can be seen to connect two features, and in 38 (d) single
CNTs almost reach to adjacent lines. This would likely be an issue if the patterning
resolution was smaller than the CNT length, but in this thesis, this condition was
barely met once with the thinnest film and 0.3% CNT concentration.

(a) 15 µm mask feature size (b) 15 µm mask feature size

(c) 50 µm mask feature size (d) 15 µm mask feature size

Figure 38: SEM images of the 700 nm PyC films. CNT concentration 0.6%, exposure
time 2 s. The feature sizes of the original mask features are labeled. CNTs can be
seen to concentrate on the edges of the features.
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Tilted SEM images of the 2 µm PyC films are shown in Figure 39. From these
images it is evident that the CNTs concentrate on the sidewalls of the PyC features
as well. A speculated reason for this is that CNTs do not shrink during the pyrolysis,
and they concentrate to the areas that shrink the least during the shrinkage. These
features are visually similar to the features produced in [19], as seen in Figure 23
(right). The author in [19] speculates that the concentration on the sidewalls might
be due to the pyrolysis induced shrinkage and outgassing.

(a) 20 µm mask feature size (b) 20 µm mask feature size

(c) 20 µm mask feature size (d) 10 µm mask feature size

Figure 39: 40° tilted SEM images of the 2 µm PyC films. CNT concentration 0.6%,
exposure time 4 s. The feature sizes of the original mask features are labeled. CNTs
can be seen to concentrate on the sidewalls of the features.
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Cross-section and side view SEM images of the 2 µm PyC films are shown in
Figure 40. From these images it can be seen that the CNTs concentrate on the
surface of the structures, as not many of them can be seen inside the PyC. This
might possibly be partially attributed to the shrinkage: The CNTs, that are inside
the features before pyrolysis, are dragged down together with the shrinking structure.
All the CNTs that were inside the taller original features were now concentrated on
the surface of the shrunk features.

Additionally, the side profile seen in profilometer measurements in Figure 31 can
be seen again. Furthermore, the CNT concentration on the sidewalls from Figure 39
can be seen again clearly in Figures 40 (c)-(d).

(a) A line or square feature cross-section (b) Greater magnification of (a)

(c) A line feature cross-section with
sidewall visible

(d) A square feature side view,
from the outside

Figure 40: Cross-section SEM images of the 2 µm PyC films. CNT concentration
0.6%, exposure time 2–4 s (unclear). CNTs can be seen to concentrate on the surface
edges of the features.
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4.4 Sheet resistance and resistivity
The sheet resistances and resistivities of the pyrolyzed films calculated from the
four-point probe measurements are presented in Figure 41. The sheet resistance of
the bare silicon wafers was measured to be 22.66 Ω/□ and the resistivity 1190 mΩ cm.
These were close to the manufacturer reported values, and the resistivity is much
higher than in the measured films.
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Figure 41: Sheet resistances and resistivities of the pyrolyzed films. Standard
deviations from 5 measurements included. A modest 20% decrease in resistivity
resulting from the CNTs can be seen, regardless of concentration.

The sheet resistances of the 700 nm PyC films are roughly three times as high
compared to the 2 µm films. This is logical, as the resistivities of the different
thicknesses are very close to each other, and the thicker film thickness is roughly
three times the thinner film thickness. Sheet resistance is inversely proportional to
the film thickness (Equation 5).

The resistivities of all the films are in the same order of magnitude, and they
agree with previous reports on PyC resistivity [5, 17]. The CNT films, regardless of
concentration, show only roughly 20% decrease in resistivity. As the enhancement by
CNTs in polymer composites could potentially be several orders of magnitude [94],
this result shows rather low enhancement. However, the numbers in [94] correspond
to non-pyrolyzed composites. Literature on electrical conductivity of CNT-embedded
PyC proved to be very sparse, and the only references found that were at least
somewhat comparable are listed here. CNT-embedded PyC fabricated from wound
CNT sheets exhibited a resistivity of 2.7 mΩ cm at lowest [105], while a similarly
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modest 76% decrease in resistivity caused by CNTs was observed in CNT-reinforced
carbon fiber/PyC composites (although at much higher resistivity levels) [106]. A
comparison table in [107] shows conductivities of various CNT-carbon composites,
most of which exhibit conductivities in the same order of magnitude to PyC, or are
not exactly comparable. Therefore, it is unclear whether a much higher conductivity
could even be achieved with this method.

The most obvious speculated explanation for the low enhancement is the ag-
glomeration of the CNTs, which prevents the formation of a conducting network
at these levels of CNT concentration, as explained in Section 2.5. The percolation
threshold was likely not reached. Two routes exist to reach the threshold: increasing
CNT concentration or seeking ways to enhance the dispersion of CNTs. The latter
solution would likely be more desirable, as better dispersion would not only lower
the threshold, but would also reduce the distortions caused by the rather large
agglomerates seen in this thesis.

Figure 42 shows results from the secondary experiment, i.e., the sheet resistances
and resistivities of the pyrolyzed films calculated from the four-point probe measure-
ments on the higher conductivity wafers. A sheet resistance of 0.1 Ω/□ for these
wafers was calculated from the manufacturer reported resistivity of <5 mΩ cm and
thickness of 500 µm.
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Figure 42: Sheet resistances and resistivities of the pyrolyzed films on the higher
conductivity wafers. Standard deviations included. A clear trend of decreasing
resistivity along increasing CNT concentration can be seen.
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This time there is a clear trend between increasing CNT concentration and
decreasing resistivity. However, it should be noted that the higher conductivity
wafers likely contribute to the resistivity values calculated here. The manufacturer
reported resistivity for the wafers was <5 mΩ cm, which is very close to the resistivity
of the 0% concentration film resistivity. The sheet resistance of the wafers is much
lower, because their thickness is much greater than the PyC film thickness. These
films were produced with the very same composite liquids as the ones on the lower
conductivity wafers. It is unclear why there is a trend in this experiment but not in
the previous one.

4.5 Electrochemical measurements
Figure 43 (a) demonstrates the water windows for PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT
electrodes in KCl. Both electrodes showed similar width of the potential window.
PyC electrode showed a low background current, but a larger background current
was observed for PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode, which is related to the capacitance
current that arises from the larger effective surface area for this electrode [108, 109].

Figure 43: (a) Water windows in KCl for PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT electrodes at
scan rate of 100 mV/s. (b) Cyclic voltammograms for PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT
electrodes in 0.1 M KCl solution containing 1 mM Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+. The PyC + 0.3%
CNT electrode demonstrates higher current peaks, indicating larger effective surface
area.

The electron transfer rate and electrochemical reversibility at the surface of the
PyC-based electrodes were investigated with outer-sphere redox reactions using cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) of 0.1 M KCl containing 1 mM Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+. Figure 43 (b)
shows the CVs for PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT electrodes in 0.1 M KCl solution
containing 1 mM Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+. As can be seen from Figure 43 (b), ∆Ep is 66.8 mV
and 71.8 mV for those electrodes, respectively. Therefore, the outer sphere redox
reaction of Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+ is more reversible on the PyC electrode than on the
PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode. Thus, it can be said that PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode
demonstrates a slower electron transfer rate. This may be related to the enhancement
in the electrode surface resistance due to the oxygen functionality of CNTs, that
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causes an increase in electron transport resistance through the PyC + 0.3% CNT
electrode. Another important electrochemical parameter of the electrode is the
effective surface area that is related to peak height. As can be seen in Figure 43 (b),
the PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode peaks are higher than the PyC current peaks, which
indicates a larger effective surface area for PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode.

Next, the electrochemical behaviour of the electrodes towards dopamine analyte
was investigated. Their CVs in 50 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH = 7.4)
at scan rate of 100 mV/s are illustrated in Figure 44 (a). The figure shows that there
are no obvious redox peaks for PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT electrodes in the absence
of analyte molecules in 50 mM PBS, which indicates that both PyC and PyC + 0.3%
CNT electrodes are stable under potential region between -1.0 to 1.0 V.

Figure 44: CVs of PyC and PyC + 0.3% CNT electrodes in PBS solution (50 mM,
pH = 7.4) (a) in absence of dopamine and (b) in presence of dopamine (0.5 µM)
at scan rate of 100 mV/s. The PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode demonstrates higher
sensitivity towards dopamine oxidation.

Figure 44 (b) shows the CVs of the two different PyC electrodes in 50 mM PBS
(pH = 7.4) at scan rate 100 mV/s containing the same amount of dopamine (0.5 µM).
As can be seen, PyC + 0.3% CNT is more sensitive toward the oxidation of dopamine
than the PyC electrode. The increased electrocatalytic activity toward dopamine
oxidation of the PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode can be attributed to CNTs. CNTs not
only bring about the enhancement in the sensitivity and electron transfer rate for
dopamine electro-oxidation, but also cause the improvement of the mass transfer rate,
owing to their large effective surface area. Thus, the CNT modified PyC electrode
was chosen for further investigation of analytical performance of the electrodes.

Figure 45 (a) represents the electrochemical response of dopamine at the surface
of PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode with a successive addition of dopamine from 0.05
to 2 µM in 50 mM PBS solution (pH = 7.4). Figure 45 (b) shows the calibration
curve of the same CNT-modified PyC electrode, displaying a good linear range and
correlation coefficients of 0.995. According to these results, the sensitivity of this
sensor was about 0.36 µA nM−1 cm−2 (or 25.6 µA/µM). The sensitivity is roughly 300
times the sensitivity of previously reported bare PyC electrodes [110]. The detection
limit (for a signal to noise ratio of 3) of dopamine was found to be 30 nM, which is
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25% better than in [110]. This is a good detection limit for the electrode, as it is
slightly below the relevant physiological concentration range of dopamine, which is
50 nM-1 µM [111].

Figure 45: (a) CVs of PyC + 0.3% CNT in PBS (50 mM, pH = 7.4) upon increasing
the concentration of dopamine. (b) Calibration curve obtained from CVs for dopamine
in the range 0.05–2 µM. The PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode demonstrates a good linear
range.

These results are better than some previous reports of CNT-enhanced PyC
electrodes for dopamine detection, although in these reports the electrodes were
prepared by coating the PyC electrodes with CNTs, not mixed in a photoresist.
Compared to electrodes in [112], the CNT electrodes in this thesis have double
the sensitivity, and the detection limit towards dopamine is 66% lower than in the
previous report. Compared to [113], the electrodes in this thesis have 96% lower
detection limit, but three orders of magnitude lower sensitivity than in the previous
report.

For kinetic evaluation of the dopamine electrochemical oxidation at the surface
of the PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode, the effect of the potential scan rate on the sensor
response was investigated. Figure 46 (a) shows CVs of PyC + 0.3% CNT electrode
for dopamine in PBS solution (50 mM, pH = 7.4) at different potential scan rates
(20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, and 400 mV/s). Dopamine oxidation peak
currents versus square root of scan rate are exhibited in Figure 46 (b). These results
show that with increasing potential scan rate, oxidation peak currents also increase
and that there is a linear relation between them in 20 mV/s–100 mV/s range. This
indicates that the electrochemical oxidation of dopamine at PyC + 0.3% CNT surface
is a diffusion-controlled quasi-reversible reaction.
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Figure 46: (a) CVs of PyC + 0.3% CNT in PBS (50 mM, pH = 7.4) containing
0.5 µM dopamine at different scan rates (20–100 mV/s). (b) Dependence of anodic
and cathodic currents versus square root of scan rate.

4.6 CTAB composites
The secondary experiment with CTAB added into the composite resulted in completely
failed lithography. There were no observable patterns at all on the substrate wafer.
Although this was not thoroughly investigated, the composite film seemed completely
gone from the wafer after development. A speculated cause for this is that the CTAB
in one way or another inhibits the SU-8 sensitivity to UV light, and thus prevents
patterning via lithography. CTAB has been utilized previously for enhancing CNT
dispersion, for example in [114, 115]. However, in these papers, the CNTs were
dispersed on top of the electrodes, and not mixed within a photoresist. This process
was not troubleshooted further within this thesis.
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5 Summary and conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to optimize the integration of CNTs into SU-8 derived
PyC in order to improve its conductivity and electrochemical activity. This included
analyzing the effect of CNT concentration, UV exposure time and film thickness on
the conductivity, patternability and electrochemical activity of the films.

To meet these objectives, simple PyC microelectrodes with varying concentrations
of CNTs, UV exposures and film thicknesses were fabricated. The fabrication process
involved mixing the CNTs into liquid SU-8 photoresist, which was then patterned
with conventional UV photolithography. After photolithography, pyrolysis was
used to form the final carbon-only structure containing the embedded CNTs. The
idea was that in the final structures, CNTs inside the structures would provide a
conductivity enhancement, while CNTs protruding outside of the structures would
increase the electrode surface area and thus the electrochemical activity. After
fabrication, the lithographic quality was inspected and the film thickness, resistivity
and electrochemical activity were measured and evaluated.

Profilometry measurements revealed that during pyrolysis, originally 5 and 15 µm
thick films shrank vertically approximately 85%, and originally 75 µm thick films
shrank 66%, in agreement with previous reports [70, 71]. This is likely due to more
efficient outgassing from thinner films during pyrolysis. The CNTs seemed to have
an effect on film thickness only on the thinnest films: higher CNT concentration led
to thinner film thickness. This is likely due to the CNTs agglomerating in clumps in
sizes that were at worst larger than the thinnest film thicknesses.

Optical microscopy revealed several phenomena. After pyrolysis the PyC features
had shrunk up to 50% laterally, thicker films having shrunk more than thinner ones.
The thickest films, originally 75 µm thick, had experienced serious delamination and
complete destruction of most pattern features. The CNTs had agglomerated to
considerable extent, clump size being up to tens of microns at worst. The CNT
agglomerates affected the lithographic quality in a negative way, more CNTs resulting
in worse resolution. The agglomerates caused distortions in the patterns, as well as in
some cases even interconnects between adjacent features. The film thickness had the
expected effect of thinner films resulting in better pattern resolution. However, the
thinnest films were more severely affected by the CNTs than the thicker ones. The
exposure time did not seem to have notable effect on the lithography together with
CNTs; only the expected effect of longer exposure time resulting in wider features.

Inspecting SEM images of the PyC features revealed a CNT tendency to strongly
concentrate on the edges and sidewalls of the PyC features, while the top surfaces of
the features had comparatively few CNTs. There also seemed to be very little CNTs
inside the features, as most of them had concentrated on the surface edges of the
features. It is unclear why this happened, the large shrinkage of the PyC dragging
down the non-shrinking CNTs together being the most likely explanation.

The resistivity of the pure PyC films was measured to be roughly 5 mΩ cm, which
is close to values reported in the literature [5, 17]. The resistivity of all the CNT-
containing films was measured to be roughly 4 mΩ cm, indicating a roughly 20%
decrease in resistivity, regardless of CNT concentration. This is rather low reduction
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compared to the literature, as enhancement of several orders of magnitude have
been reported for CNT-polymer composites [94]. However, the reports include only
non-pyrolyzed composites, and literature on conductivity of CNT-embedded PyC
proved to be very sparse. Similar resistivity numbers have been reported [105, 107],
along with a 76% resistivity decrease in one report [106]. However, most literature is
not directly comparable due to very different fabrication methods. Therefore, it is
unclear whether a much higher conductivity could be achieved with this method.

In the cyclic voltammetry measurements it was discovered that the electrochemical
response of the fabricated electrodes was enhanced by the addition of the CNTs.
Experiments both with Ru(NH3)6

2+/3+ and dopamine showed that PyC with 0.3%
CNTs showed better response than bare PyC electrodes. This can be likely attributed
to the enhanced effective surface area provided by the CNTs protruding out of the
PyC. The sensitivity of the 0.3% CNT embedded PyC electrodes was approximately
0.36 µA nM−1 cm−2, which is roughly 300 times the sensitivity of reported bare PyC
electrodes [110]. The detection limit of dopamine was 30 nM, which is 25% better
than in [110]. This is a good detection limit for the electrode, as it is slightly below
the relevant physiological concentration range of dopamine, which is 50 nM-1 µM
[111]. These results are better than some previous reports of CNT-enhanced PyC
electrodes for dopamine detection [112, 113], although in these reports the electrodes
were prepared by coating the PyC electrodes with CNTs, not mixed in a photoresist.
Compared to some previous reports of CNT-enhanced electrodes for other analytes,
CNTs have enhanced sensitivity of PyC electrodes towards glucose 50-fold [20], and
towards hydrogen peroxide more than 100-fold [116].

The objective of this thesis was met, with some reservations. As lithographic
patterning is needed in all shapes and sizes in different film thicknesses, no one set of
exposure time and film thickness parameters investigated could be announced as the
optimized "best one". However, there seems to be some limits: Firstly, there seems
to be limits for the film thickness, as when it gets thin enough, patterned features
get more severely affected by CNTs, more so if CNTs are severely agglomerated.
Secondly, there seems to be limits in how thick SU-8 films can be pyrolyzed with
the pyrolysis parameters used in this thesis. Thirdly, the amount of CNTs can not
likely be further increased without introducing steps to improve the dispersion of
them in the SU-8 host polymer. However, lower amount of CNTs (below 0.3%) can
likely be used, at least from the electrochemistry viewpoint, as already 0.3% provided
noticeable enhancements in the electrochemical activity of the fabricated electrodes.

In conclusion, the results obtained in this thesis provide important insight in
the issues surrounding integration of CNTs into photopatterned polymer-derived
PyC. The importance of good CNT dispersion in the precursor material cannot
be overstated. Further steps towards better CNT integration could be taken by
improving the CNT dispersion via either better mixing methods, using functionalized
CNTs, or adding a surfactant chemical. Better dispersion would likely both improve
the electrode conductivity, as well as reduce the negative effect that CNTs have on
the patternability of a photoresist. Nevertheless, the electrochemical measurements
showed promising results towards more sensitive electrodes for dopamine detection,
encouraging further exploration in that direction.
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